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Ultrasonic velocity and density values of L-phenylalanine / L-leucine / 
L-glutamic acid / L-proline + 2.0 M aqueous NaCl / 2.0 M aqueous 
NaN03 solutions have been measured for several molal concentrations of 
amino acids at different temperatures: (298.15, 303.15, 308.15, 313.15, 
318.15, 323.15 and 328.15) K. The density values for the systems 
investigated increase with an increase in molal concentration of amino 
acid and decrease with an increase in temperature. The ultrasonic velocity 
values exhibit increasing trends with an increase in molality of amino 
acids in the 2.0 M aqueous NaCl and 2.0 M aqueous NaNOs solutions 
and with an increase in temperature in all the systems under investigation. 
The increase in ultrasonic velocity values of L-phenylalanine / L-leucine / 
L-glutamic acid / L-proline + 2.0 M aqueous NaCl / 2.0 M aqueous 
NaN03 solutions may be attributed to the overall increase of cohesion 
brought about by the solute-solute, solute-solvent and solvent-solvent 
interactions in solutions. These interactions have been discussed in terms 
of ion-ion, ion-zwitterion, ion-water dipole, zwitterion-water dipole and 
zwitterion-zwitterion interactions operative in the solutions. Using 
ultrasonic velocity and density data, the parameters such as isentropic 
compressibility (k^), change (AA:J and relative change (M,/A;„) in 
isentropic compressibility, specific acoustic impedance (Z) and relative 
association (RA) values have been computed. These parameters have 
been used to examine the solute-solute and solute-solvent interactions in 
all the systems. 
The (A:, ) values decrease with an increase in the molal concentration of 
amino acids as well as with an increase in temperature in all the studied 
systems. The decreasing trends of variation of (kj values with an 
increase in temperature have been attributed to the corresponding 
decrease of (A:^ ,/<„) (a relaxational part of compressibility), which is 
dominant over the corresponding increase of k^ (an instantaneous part of 
compressibility). The calculated values of AK^ and {AK/ K^) show 
increasing trends of variation with an increase in molal concentration of 
amino acids in all the systems. However, the trends of variation of A^ v 
and (AK/KO) are irregular with an increase in temperature. Such an 
increase in AK^ and (AK/KO) values with an increase in amino acid / 
zwitterion concentration may be attributed to overall increase in cohesive 
forces in solutions. The specific acoustic impedance values exhibit 
increasing trends of variation with an increase in amino acid 
concentration and temperature. The relative association values do not 
show any remarkable change with variations in solute concentration and 
temperature. This has been attributed to the presence of essentially 
weaker interactions in the systems under investigation. 
Density and ultrasound data have been used to calculate the values 
of isothermal compressibility by using McGowan's (A;,,); and Pandey and 
vyas (/t/J relations. It has been observed that calculated (^/,)and 
(A;,,)values are quite close to each other in all the systems investigated. 
The trends of variations of A,, and A/^ with an increase in molal 
concentration of amino acid and temperature in the 2.0 M aqueous NaCl 
and 2.0 M aqueous NaNOs solutions are in good agreement with the 
corresponding trend of variation of isentropic compressibility values. The 
internal pressure (Pj), solubility parameter (8) and pseudo-gruneisen 
parameter (F) values have also been computed by using the isothermal 
compressibility values obtained from McGowan's relation. The computed 
values of internal pressure and solubility parameter exhibit irregular 
trends of variations with an increase in solute concentration. The increase 
or decrease in Pj and 5 values with an increase in solute concentration 
may be due to a corresponding increase/ decrease in cohesive forces in ail 
the systems under investigation. The pseudo-gruneisen parameters values 
are negative at all molal concentrations of solutions and at all studied 
temperatures. A negative sign is an indication of strong intermolecular 
interactions and a probable formation of intermolecular complex in the 
solutions. 
The apparent molal volumes (^v) and apparent molal isentropic 
compressibility (^) values of amino acids: L-phenylalanine / L-leucine / 
L-glutamic acid / L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl / 2.0 M aqueous 
NaNOs solutions have been calculated as functions of amino acid 
concentration at different temperatures: (298.15, 303.15, 308.15, 313.15, 
318.15, 323.15 and 328.15) K using the experimentally measured density 
and ultrasonic velocity values. These ^ and ^ values have been used to 
find their values at infinite dilutions which are also known as partial 
molal volume^"; and partial molal isentropic compressibility (^'D values 
for the amino acids: L-phenylalanine, L-leucine, L-glutamic acid and L-
proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl and 2.0 M aqueous NaN03 solutions. The 
increases in partial molal volumes with an increase in temperature have 
been attributed to the volume expansions of hydrated zwitterions. The "^. 
values of L-phenylalanine, L-leucine, L-glutamic acid and L-proline in 
2.0 M aqueous NaCl and 2.0 M aqueous NaNO^ solutions show irregular 
trends of variations with an increase in temperature. The ^'l and ^'^ values 
of L-phenylalanine, L-leucine, L-glutamic acid and L-proline in 2.0 M 
aqueous NaCl and 2.0 M aqueous NaN03 solutions have been found to be 
larger than the corresponding values of fl and ^l in water. The larger 
partial molal volumes of L-phenylalanine, L-leucine, L-glutamic acid and 
L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl and 2.0 M aqueous NaN03 solutions 
have been ascribed to the possible formation of 'zwitterion- NaVC17N03' 
and 'NaVClVNOj'-water dipole' entities in solutions. The formation of 
these entities in solutions cause the release of water associated with 
zwitterions to the bulk water. The larger partial molal compressibilities of 
L-phenylalanine, L-leucine, L-glutamic acid and L-proline in 2.0 M 
aqueous NaCl and 2.0 M aqueous NaNOs solutions than the 
corresponding values of ^l in water have been attributed to the formation 
of 'zwitterion-ion' and 'ion-water dipole' incompressible entities in 
solutions. The negative partial molal isentropic compressibilities values 
indicate that the water molecules around the amino acid molecules are 
less compressible than the water molecule in the bulk solvent. These 
behaviors have been discussed in terms of electrostatic forces operative 
between zwitterions and ions of solutions. The negative and positive 
magnitudes of Sv and Sk values have been explained in terms of weak and 
strong solute-solute interactions, respectively. 
The viscosity Coefficient (T]) values of L-phenylalanine / L-leucine 
/ L-glutamic acid / L-proline + 2.0 M aqueous NaCl / 2.0 M aqueous 
NaNOa solutions have been determined as a function of molal 
concentrations of amino acids at different temperatures: (298.15, 303.15, 
308.15, 313.15, 318.15, 323.15 and 328.15) K. The viscocity Coefficient 
values of the systems studied (amino acid + 2.0 M aqueous NaCl / 2.0 M 
aqueous NaNOa) show an increasing trend of variation with increasing 
molal concentrations of amino acids in solutions. This trend of variation 
of r| values may be attributed to an increase in the zwitterion-ion 
interactions: -NHs^-Cf/NOa' and COO- Na^ and zwitterion-zwitterion 
interactions with an increase in the number of amino acid molecules/ 
zwitterions in solutions which, in turn, may cause more frictional 
resistance to the flow of solutions. The viscocity values of all the systems 
under investigation exhibit a decreasing trend of variation with an 
increase in temperature. An increase in temperature may increase the 
kinetic energy of molecules in solutions, which, in turn, may decrease the 
ion-ion (Na^-Cl" / NO3"), zwitterion-ion (-NHj'^-Cr/NOa' , COO'- Na^) 
and zwitterion- zwitterion interactions. The trends of variation of 
calculated specific viscosity (r)sp) values with an increase in molal 
concentration of solute and temperature are similar to those of the 
viscosity cofficient values. The relative viscosity (rir) data for all the 
systems have been fitted to the Jones-Doles equation in order to evaluate 
the B-coefficient values. The (dB/dT) values have been obtained from the 
B-coefficient values for all amino acids in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl and 2.0 
M aqueous NaNOa solutions. The viscosity B-coefficient values and 
(dB/dT) values for (amino acid: L-phenylalanine / L-leucine / L-glutamic 
acid / L-proline) have been found to be positive and negative in sign, 
respectively. The computed viscosity B-cofficients have been compared 
with literature values and a good agreement have been observed between 
the two parameters. The structure making and breaking effects of amino 
acids on 2.0 M aqueous NaCl and 2.0 M aqueous NaNOa solutions have 
been discussed in terms of the positive and negative signs of B-
coefficient and (dB/dT) values. 
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Proteins are organic compounds made of amino acids, arranged in a linear 
chain and folded into a globular formj Proteins are the cell's workhouses, active in 
nearly everything cells do. They control cell structure, storage, signaling, movement 
and defense. As enzymes, they control chemical reactions. As hormones, they control 
growth, development and even mood. Proteins start out life as a bunch of amino acids 
linked together in a head-to-tail fashion-the primary sequence] The one-dimensional 
information contained in the primary amino acid sequence of cellular proteins is 
enough to guide a protein into its three-dimensional structure, to determine its 
specificity for interaction v^th other molecules, to determine its stability to function 
as an enzyme and to set its stability and lifetimcfThe amino acids in a polymer are 
joined together by the peptide bonds between the carboxyl and amino groups of 
adjacent amino acid residuesiJThe sequence of amino acids in a protein is defined by 
the sequence of a gene, which is encoded in the genetic code [1]. Shortly after or even 
during synthesis, the residues in a protein are often chemically modified by post-
Iranslational modification, which alters the physical and chemical properties, folding, 
stability, activity and ultimately the function of the proteins. Peptide nanostructures 
present a wide range of opportunities for applications in biomedicine and 
bionanotechnology; hence experimental and theoretical studies aiming at 
determination of thermo-mechanical stability of peptide-based nanostructures are 
critical for the design and development of their technological applications. 
Nanoparticles can be used to perform drug screening of protein-protein interactions 
involved in for example, virus infection and cancer, thus aiding drug design.[Protein 
and peptides exert multiple biological actions in human body and they have been 
identified as showing great promise for treatment of various diseases and disorders.~ i^ 
j These macromolecules are called biopharmaceuticals. Targeted or controlled delivery 
of these biopharmaceuticals using nanomaterials like nanoparticles and dendrimers is 
an emerging field called nanobiopharmaceutics and these products are called 
nanobiopharmaceuticals. 
Protein folding is the physical process by which a polypeptide folds into its 
characteristic and functional three-dimensional structure from random coil [2]. For 
many proteins the correct three dimensional structure is essential to function [3]. 
Failure to fold into the intended shape usually produces inactive proteins with 
different properties including toxic prions. Several neurodegenerative and other 
diseases are believed to result from the accumulation of misfolded (incorrectly 
folded) proteins [4]|^Many allergies are caused by the folding of the proteins, for the 
immune system does not produce antibodies for certain protein structures [5]. A 
group of proteins called "chaperones" plays in getting other proteins to fold correctly. 
Because they are dedicated to this task, protein chaperones are indispensable to 
maintain good health. "Probably half of all diseases are caused by protein folding 
problems,". Lindquist said "A few of the very big diseases are clearly induced by 
misfolding- Alzheimer's, cystic fibrosis and Parkinson's disease.lFor instance, it is 
also clear that certain cancers develop because proteins don't fold properly. They lose 
their regulatory functions—some proteins that are supposed to stop cell growth 
become disabled and others that stimulate cell growth take off their brakes." 
The amino-acid sequence (or primary structure) of a protein defines its native 
conformation [6,7]. A protein molecule folds spontaneously during or after synthesis. 
While these macromolecules may be regarded as "folding themselves", the process 
also depends on the solvent (water or lipid bilayer), the concentration of salts, the 
temperature and the presence of molecular chaperones.l Folded proteins usually have a 
hydrophobic core in which side chain packing stabilizes the folded state and charged 
or polar side chains occupy the solvent-exposed surface where they interact with 
surrounding water! Minimizing the number of hydrophobic side-chains exposed to 
water is an important driving force behind the folding process [8]. Formation of 
intramolecular hydrogen bonds provides another important contribution to protein 
stability [9]. The strength of hydrogen bonds depends on their environment, thus H-
bonds enveloped in a hydrophobic core contribute more than H-bonds exposed to the 
aqueous environment to the stability of the native state [10]. 
The building blocks of proteins are the twenty naturally occurring L-amino 
acids, which are distinguished by their different side chain structures and chemical 
compositions. The sequence of amino acids defining a given protein determines both 
its overall 3D structure and, at the local level, the interactions it makes with other 
molecules when carrying out its biological function. A change to a single amino acid 
(e.g., due to a point mutation) can either have relatively little effect [11,12] or 
seriously harm the organism [13]. All amino acids possess common structural 
features, including an a-carbon to which an amino group, a carboxyl group and a 
variable side chain are bonded. Only proline differs from this basic structure as it 
contains an unusual ring to the N-end amine group, which forces the CO-NH amide 
moiety into a fixed conformation [14]. The side chains of the standard amino acids, 
have a great variety of chemical structures and properties; it is the combined effect of 
all of the amino acid side chains in a protein that ultimately determines its three-
dimensional structure and its chemical reactivity [15]. 
Most microorganisms and plants can biosynthesize all 20 standard amino 
acids, while animals (including humans) must obtain some of the amino acids from 
the diet [16]. The amino acids that an organism cannot synthesize on its own are 
referred to as essential amino acids. Key enzymes that synthesize certain amino acids 
are not present in animals - such as aspartokinase, which catalyzes the first step in the 
synthesis of lysine, methionine and threonine from aspartate. If amino acids are 
present in the environment, microorganisms can conserve energy by taking up the 
amino acids from their surroundings and down regulating their biosynthetic 
pathways. 
Amino acids are critical to life, and have many functions in metabolism. 
Amino acids are also important in many other biological molecules, such as forming 
parts of coenzymes, as in S-adenosylmethionine, or as precursors for the biosynthesis 
of molecules such as heme. Due to this central role in biochemistry, amino acids are 
very important in nutrition. Amino acids are commonly used in food technology and 
industry. For example, monosodium glutamate is a common flavor enhancer that 
gives foods the taste called umami. They are also used in industry. Applications 
include the production of biodegradable plastics, drugs and chiral catalyst. As far as 
human body is concerned, there are two different types of amino acids: essential and 
non-essential. Non-essential amino acids are amino acids that human body can create 
out of other chemicals found in the body. Essential amino acids cannot be created, 
and therefore the only way to get them is through food. The non-essential amino acids 
are alanine, arginine, asparagine, aspartic acid, cysteine, glutamic acid, glutamine, 
glycine, proline, serine and tryosine. Essential amino acids are histidine, isoleucine 
leucine, lysine, methionine, phenylalanine, threonine, tryptophan and valine. 
Phenylalanine is an essential amino acid and has got immense metabolic role 
in the body. It is also one of the aromatic amino acids that exhibit ultraviolet radiation 
absorption properties. It can be converted in tiie body to tyrosine, which, in turn is 
used to synthesize two important neurotransmitters - dopamine and norepinephrine. It 
is available in three different forms - L-, D- and DL-. The L- form is the most 
common and the type in which it is incorporated into the body's proteins. The D-
form acts as a painkiller and the DL- a combination of the two. This nutrient could 
prove of benefit to people suffering from Parkinson's disease, tiredness, depression, 
busy with alcohol withdrawal, rheumatoid arthritis, osteo-arthritis and vitiligo, 
enhances mood, clarity of thought, concentration and memory and suppresses 
appetite. 
Leucine is an essential amino acid, which cannot be manufactured in the body 
and is part of the three branched chain amino acids. Leucine can be broken down into 
simpler compounds by the enzymes of body. It contributes to the structure of proteins 
into which it has been incorporated by the tendency of its side chain to participate in 
hydrophobic interactions. Supplements and protein powders that contain leucine are 
used extensively by bodybuilders and other athletes to promote muscle recovery, 
although it has not produced significant changes in body composition. Leucine helps 
with the regulation of blood-sugar levels, the growth and repair of muscle tissue (such 
as bones, skin and muscles), growth hormone production and wound healing as well 
as energy regulation. It can assist to prevent the breakdown of muscle proteins that 
sometimes occur after trauma or severe stress. It may also be beneficial for 
individuals with phenylketonuria-a condition in which the body cannot metabolize the 
amino acid phenylalanine. Deficiency of this nutrient is rare, since all protein foods 
contains it, but vegans and vegetarians without adequate protein sources may suffer 
from a deficiency. Hypoglycemia symptoms may appear if the diet is deficient and 
may include dizziness, fatigue, headaches, irritability etc. 
Glutamic acid, a non-essential amino acid is synthesized from a number of 
amino acids including ornithine and arginine. When aminated, glutamic acid forms 
the important amino acid glutamine. Because it has carboxylic moiety on the side 
chain, glutamic acid is one of only two amino acids that have a net negative charge at 
physiological pH. The negative charge makes glutamic acid a very polar molecule 
and is usually found on the outside of proteins and enzymes where it is free to interact 
with the aqueous intracellular surroundings. It is an important excitatory 
neurotransmitter. Glutamic acid is also important in the metabolism of sugars and 
fats. It helps with the transportation of potassium across the blood-brain barrier, 
although itself does not pass this barrier that easily. It also shows promise in the 
future treatment of neurological conditions, ulcers, hypoglycemic, muscular 
dystrophy, epilepsy, parkinson's and mental retardation. Glutamic acid can be used as 
fuel in the brain and can attach itself to nitrogen atoms in the process of forming 
glutamine and this action also detoxifies the body of ammonia. This action is the only 
way in which the brain can be detoxified from ammonia. The fluid produced by the 
prostate gland also contains amounts of glutamic acid and may play a role in the 
normal function of the prostate. 
Proline is the dispensable amino acid in the animals. It is a cyclic compound 
and do not possess free amino group, but react like alpha amino acid. It is non-
essential and formed in the body from glutamic acid and ornithine. From different 
studies, there is a close relation among the metabolism of proline, ornithine, arginine 
and glutamic acid. Hydroxy proline is the oxidation product of proline. There is no 
evidence that hydroxyproline is converted into proline. It is glycogenic and this effect 
is manifested after being converted into glutamic acid. Proline is unable to occupy 
many of the main chain conformations easily adopted by all other amino acids. 
Proline is unique in that it is the only amino acid where the side chain is connected to 
the protein backbone twice, forming a five-membered nitrogen-containing ring. 
Proline is one of the main components of collagen. Collagen fibres are found in the 
tendons, ligaments and connective tissues of the body. Proline also promotes the 
formation of bone, skin and cartilage and it is extremely important for the proper 
functioning of joints and tendons. It also helps to maintain and strengthen heart 
muscles and is helpful in tissue repair after injury, or for any type of wound healing. 
Proline is also involved in energy production. Proline helps the body break down 
proteins for use in creating healthy cells in the body. It is absolutely essential to the 
development and maintenance of healthy skin and connective tissues, especially at the 
site of traumatic tissue injury. 
The effect of various neutral salts on the transition temperatures of proteins 
and enzymes have been reported in the literature [17]. The effectiveness of various 
neutral salts towards the destabilizing tendency of proteins has been classified in 
the form of the series known as the Hofmeister series [18]. The peptide group is 
strongly salted-in or stabilized by Nal, NaC104, NaSCN, NaCbCCOO; it is 
salted-in less strongly by KF, LiCl, NaCl, KCl, CsCl, NaBr; whereas (CH3)4NBr 
and Na2S04 have negligible salting-in effects. Harrington and Herskovits [19] in a 
report on the subunits structure and dissociation of Lumbricus terrestris haemoglobin 
by salts have pointed out that various neutral salts including sodium chloride tend to 
dissociate the duodecarmeric structure of haemoglobin into its subunits. Nagy and 
Jencks [20] have pointed out that electrolytes induce dissociation in the protein F-
actin without causing any conformational change or denaturation. They have 
suggested that salts interact directly with the peptide groups of the protein and bring 
about its dissociation. 
The specific interactions of water with various functional groups on the 
proteins as well as other solvent-related effects contribute to the formation of the 
stable folded structure of proteins in solutions [21]. As amino acids are the basic 
building blocks of proteins, it is not surprising that they have been used extensively as 
model compounds/A variety of thermodynamic properties, such as enthalpies of 
dissolution [22,23], enthalpies of dilution [24,25], partial molar heat capacities [26], 
partial molar volumes [27,28] and isentropic compressibilities [29], have been 
determined for aqueous solutions of amino acids. Recently, investigations on systems 
containing amino acids in mixed aqueous solvents have aroused much attention [SO-
BS]. The reasons for extending the study of amino acids to systems in mixed solvents 
are not only that aqueous mixed solvents are extensively used in chemistry and 
related fields to control factors such as solubility, reactivity and stability of systems 
but also that biological fluids are ultimately not pure water. 1 
[_ The increase in the use of ultrasonic waves for medical purposes creates the 
need for continuous research in the field of ultrasonic characteristics of various 
biological media, i Thorough quantitative analysis of ultrasonic parameters of 
biological tissues is difficult due to the complex structure and variety of constituents 
such as proteins and lipids. Studies by Carstensen and other researchers [34], related 
to blood constituents and measurements of its acoustic parameters suggest that 
propagation velocity and ultrasonic wave attenuation in water protein solutions 
depend primarily on proteins concentration. In temperature range of 10 - 40°C for 
every gram of proteins in 100 cm^ of solution, the sound velocity increases around 4 
m/s in comparison to sound velocity in pure water [34] and maximum velocity 
dispersion in frequency range of 0.3 - 10 MHz is about 0.6 m/s for every 11.4 g of 
proteins in 100 cm'' of solution [35]. 
Ultrasound is complementary to other measurement modalities, probing the 
elastic and thermal properties of materials. In the absence of air bubbles, ultrasound 
travels through concentrated systems of particles, providing information about size, 
compressibility, structure, distribution, chemical and phase state. It is safe, can be 
non-invasive and can be economical. Velocimetry is a powerful technique for 
following crystal nucleation [36-48]. Using this technique, upper limits for the size of 
crystal nuclei, their melting points and their kinetics have been determined. It is also a 
rapid and effective method for obtaining concentration and has the added advantage 
that it easily adapts to in-line measurement. When combined with density 
measurements, molar properties such as compressibility and partial molar volume can 
be obtained [49-58]. Velocimetry is also a very effective method for characterizing 
surfactants, including their critical micelle concentration [59]. This can be coupled 
with attenuation spectroscopy for the determination of micelle size [60]. 
j Ultrasonic investigation in aqueous solutions of electrolytes and non-
electrolytes with amino acids provide useful information about intra-molecular 
and inter-molecular association, complex formation and related structural changes. 
Ultrasonic velocity data as such provide little information about the nature 
and magnitude of various interactions [61-80] but its derived thermodynamic 
parameters, namely, isentropic compressibility, change and relative change in 
isentropic compressibility, specific acoustic impedance and relative association 
parameter provide an important information about the nature and strength of 
various solute-solute and solute-solvent interactions responsible for the behaviour 
of aqueous solutions and non-aqueous solutions [62,81-90]. Ultrasonic velocity and 
its derived parameters data also have been useful for gaining information on the 
dynamics of systems [91-93], physical nature of the aggregates occurring in the 
solutions [62,91,92] and structural changes of solutes and solvents in solutions [94]. ] 
Onori [95] reported the velocity of sound in aqueous sodium chloride 
solutions as functions of temperature and concentration and observed that at a 
particular concentration the isentropic compressibility is independent of temperature. 
At this concentration all the water molecules are involved in the hydration and are 
correlated to the primary hydration number [96]. It may be presumed here that at the 
designated critical concentration ttie primary hydration shell of the solute is just 
saturated and beyond this concentration Gurney's cospheres for the cation and anion 
start to overlap [97] leading to liquid-liquid phase separation. A number of authors 
have studied the velocity of sound in aqueous [95, 98-101] non-aqueous [102-105] 
and electrolyte solutions [106-109] to understand about the solvent structure around 
the ions. 
Isothermal compressibility is a sensitive measure of solute-solvent interactions 
and can be used to monitor solute hydration in aqueous solutions [110, HI] . 
Kamerzell et al. [112] calculated isothermal compressibility using ultrasonic 
velocimetry, densitometry, differential scanning calorimetry and pressure 
perturbation calorimetry as ftinctions of pH and temperature to explain the 
relationships between protein dynamics, function and stability. Valencia et al. [113] 
developed a specific methodology for determining isothermal compressibility of 
liquids as functions of temperature and pressure. Guignon et al. [114] calculated 
isothermal compressibility for water, ethanol, ethylene glycol, propylene glycol, 
castor oil, silicon oil and some of their binary mixture. Hou et al. [115] studied phase 
behavior, densities and isothermal compressibility of (carbon dioxide + dimethyl 
carbonate). Krakowiak and Grzybkowski studied [116] apparent molar volume and 
compressibility of tetrabutylphosphonium bromide in various solvents. Isothermal 
compressibilities of amino acids in aqueous urea and sodium dodecyle sulphate 
solutions by employing the Pandey and Vyas relation have been determined in our 
laboratory earlier [117-120]. Recently isothermal compressibilities have been 
determined experimentally for mixtures of amides and mono and poly-chloro alkanes 
[121], ketone and amine [122]; and l-ethyl-3-methyl imidazolium ethyl sulphate and 
ethanol [123]. The isothermal compressibility values of several nucleic acid and 
globular protein crystals has been investigated by high-pressure macromolecular 
crystallography [124]. 
The role of internal pressure in liquid solution thermodynamics was 
recognized many years ago by Hildebrand [125] following earlier work by Van 
Laar [126]. The pareimeter has been used to study the intermolecular 
interactions qualitatively in liquid systems. Barton [127,128] explored the 
usefulness of the parameter for studying the intermolecular forces quantitatively. 
Internal pressure is the result of the forces of attraction and repulsion between 
molecules in a liquid. The accurate direct measurement of the internal pressure of 
fluids and fluid mixtures are known to give valuable information regarding the nature 
of the intermolecular interactions. Therefore, internal pressure is very important to 
understand the nature of molecular interactions and in the theory of liquids and liquid 
mixtures. It is obvious that for ideal gas the internal pressure is zero (no interaction 
between the molecules), while for real gases and liquids it significantly deviate from 
zero and much greater than the pressure. Intermolecular forces create a pressure in a 
liquid of between 10^ and 10^  MPa. A high internal pressure implies strong 
intermolecular cohesion. Thirumaran and Thenmozhi [129] calculated internal 
pressure for the mixtures of alkanols using ultrasonic velocity measurements. Using 
the density and ultrasonic velocity data, the internal pressure values have been 
computed for pure liquids, mixtures of organic solvents, electrolytes in aqueous 
and mixed aqueous media [130-136]; and amino acids in aqueous urea, aqueous 
sodium dodecyl sulphate solutions and aqueous electrolyte solutions [137-142]. The 
internal pressure data have been discussed in terms of interactions between solute 
and solvent. Palepu and Macdonald [143] determined the internal pressure values 
for sodium and potassium halide in aqueous xylose solution. They discussed the 
results in terms of structure-making and structure-breaking properties of the 
electrolytes. The computed internal pressure values for gallic acid in aqueous 
methanol and acetone solutions have been used to study the solute-solvent 
interactions [144]. Shukla et al. [145] studied the internal-pressure coefficient and its 
correlation with solubility and pseudo-gruneisen parameters for binary and 
multicomponent liquid mixtures over a wide range of concentration at 298 K using 
the measured values of viscosity, density and ultrasonic velocity. Some authors 
[146,147] derived the values of internal-pressure coefficient from the direct 
measurements of the isothermal compressibility and isobaric coefficient of thermal 
expansion. Zorebski [148] studied the effect of pressure on the internal pressure. 
Goharshadi and Nazari [149] also studied temperature and pressure effect on the 
internal pressure values of liquids using the statistical mechanical equation of state. 
Kumar et al. [150] used measured ultrasonic velocity and density data to study 
internal pressure of binary mixtures. The measured data were used to study the 
molecular interactions in binary liquid mixtures. Vadamalar et al. [151] also used 
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acoustic and viscometric parameters to calculate accurately the internal pressure for 
binary mixtures of tert-butanol and isobutanol with methyl methacrylale. Verdier and 
Anderson [152] used indirect method to estimate the values of internal pressure of 
mixtures, using thermal expansivity (determined by microcalorimeter) and isothermal 
compressibility (determined by density measurements). Korolev [153] studied 
internal pressure of alcohols using the values of volumetric coefficient (thermal 
expansion and isothermal compressibility coefficients). The acoustic method was 
used by Dzida [154] to calculate the internal pressure of cyclopentanol at pressures up 
to 100 MPa and at temperatures from 293 K to 318 K. McLure and Arriaga-Colina 
[155] reported thermal-pressure coefficient measurements for ethanenitrile, 
propanenitrile and butanenitrile from 297 K to 398 K. Suryanarayan [156] derived the 
expression for the internal pressure on the basis of dimensional analysis using free 
volume concept. It has been found that a comparison of the internal pressure values 
of individual liquid components with that of mixture enables one to predict 
interactions in the mixture [157]. Therefore, internal pressure takes into account the 
effects of the intermolecular interactions between solvent and solute molecules that 
determine the structural and thermodynamic properties of dilute solutions. 
The solubility parameter is the square root of the cohesive energy 
density value. The parameter has been extensively studied by Barton [127,128]. 
Solubility parameter values for pure organic liquids and mixtures [158-161]; and 
for amino acids in mixed aqueous media [162,163] have been determined by a 
number of workers. The applications of solubility parameter and cohesive energy 
density data in industrial processes have been reported by a number of authors 
[164-168]. Solubility parameter has played an important role in designing of 
pharmaceutical dosage of drug. Solubility parameter data has also well correlation 
with the permeability of drugs into body [169,170]. The successful application and 
performance of a polymer material mainly requires the study of phase behaviour of 
it in various solvent systems. Solubility parameter has been quite helpful for 
understanding about the phase behaviour of polymeric systems containing 
many constituents, like those used in the paint industry [171]. It has been found to 
be a very useful tool for assessing the selection of proper compounding 
ingredients [172] and solvents [173-175] for polymeric substances and paints. 
Various studies have been reported related to determination of solubility parametre 
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values of different systems [176-178]. 
The pseudo-gruneisen parameter, a dimensionless constant, is governed by 
the molecular order and lattice behaviour of substances. A number of authors have 
evaluated the parameter for solids, pure liquids, liquid mixtures and aqueous 
systems [179-190]. Singh and Upmanyu [191] computed pseudo-gruneisen parameter 
for trans 4-cyano cinnamic acid ester liquid crystal and explained results in terms of 
intermolecular interaction present in the system. Shahla et al. [192] reported the 
pseudo-gruneisen parameter values of binary liquid mixture of ethyl butyrate with 
methanol and vinyl acetate at 298.15 K. Pandey et al. [193] made theoretical 
estimation of pseudo-gruneisen parametre using Flory's statistical theory for liquid 
mixtures for binary and ternary systems at varying temperatures. 
[The volumetric studies, such as the partial molar volume have proven to be 
reflective of and sensitive to solute-solvent interactions [194-205]. Hence, 
volumetric properties represent useful observable for studying the hydration 
properties of proteins^ Drude and Nemsts [206] developed an electrostriction theory 
by assuming that ions can be treated as charged spheres in a continuous dielectric 
medium. Favre and Valsonz [207] assumed that the volume change on adding a salt 
to water was the resultant of two opposing effects: (i) contraction in volume due to 
the adsorption of water on the dissolved salt and (ii) expansion in volume due to the 
salt dissociating. Nicol [208,209] was the first to attempt to explain why the partial 
molal volume of electrolytes increase with increasing concentration by using the 
attraction theory (i.e., the attraction of water for water, salt for salt and water for salt). 
A salt was thought to dissolve when the attraction of water for salt exceeded than that 
of salt for salt. Traube [210,211] began a series of partial molal volume studies of 
solutes in solution. He believed that the partial molal volume represented the actual 
volume of the salt in solution. Freund [212] measured the (t)v's of salts, acids and 
bases. It was reported that the volume change of neutralization of acids and bases was 
positive and decreased with temperature between to 35-50°C and then increased. 
Several studies have been done on the volumetric properties of proteins in 
aqueous solutions and different approaches for interpreting these macroscopic 
data in terms of protein hydration [213-221] have been made. Such interpretations 
are not straightforward and always model-dependent. Despite the difficulties in 
interpreting the volumetric data for systems as complex as proteins, experiments of 
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this type have begun to provide important data against which a number of models 
of protein hydration are evaluated [222,223]. One of the main procedures for 
interpreting the physico-chemical properties of protein solution is the comparative 
analysis of model compounds, which contain the atomic group specific for proteins. 
Thus, the partial molar volumes of protein have been compared with the partial 
molar volumes of amino acids and peptides using a simple additive scheme [224-
226]. Volumetric studies on amino acids and peptides in aqueous electrolyte 
solutions reflect the combined effect of various hydrophilic and hydrophobic 
interactions in these systems. Amino acids and peptides are dipolar ions, albeit to 
varying degree in aqueous solutions [227,228] and values of their apparent molar 
volumes reflect the electrostriction that occurs due to their interaction with water. 
The partial molar compressibility of the solute is sensitive to the nature and 
extent of the intermolecular interactions between the solute and solvent and; as 
such, can be used to characterize the hydration of globular proteins in aqueous 
solutions [111,229,230]. Since the extent of protein hydration changes during the 
course of protein unfolding from the native state, through compact 
intermediate states or partially unfolded state to the fully unfolded state, 
compressibility measurements provide useful means to characterize protein 
transitions [230, 231-233]. The compressibility of a protein can be considered, at 
least to a first approximation, to comprise of two terms. One intrinsic 
compressibility of the protein, which is essentially due to intra-chain interactions 
and the packing of the protein chain, while the other term is due to the hydration 
of the various amino acids, functional groups that are exposed to the solvent [230, 
234]. Many studies have been done to determine the partial molar volume and partial 
molar compressibility [235-244]. 
I Viscometric studies are useful for studying the transport properties of 
liquids. It has been observed that viscous forces appear only when adjacent parts 
of a fluid are moving with different velocities. It is well known that a study of the 
perturbation on the viscous flow of a solvent by an added solute yield valuable 
and significant information on solute-solvent interactions.[The two primary factors 
that affect the viscosity of liquid or solution at a given temperature are the molecular 
structure of liquid or solution components and the intermolecular/ interionic forces 
operating within the liquid or solution. The viscosity and its derived parameters 
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such as relative viscosity, specific viscosity and intrinsic viscosity have been 
used to study the shape and size of macromolecules and the solute-solvent 
interactions in solutions [245-271]. The specific viscosity data are also used to 
calculate the hydrodynamic volume of solute. The specific viscosity is dependent 
on solute concentration whereas the intrinsic viscosity is independent of solute 
concentration and chacteristic of the solute alone [272]. The solute-solvent 
interactions and the extent of solute hydration can also be studied in terms of B-
coefficient of Jones-Dole equation [273]. The B-coefficient is a measure of 
effective solvodynamic volume of solvated ions and is governed by size and shape 
effects of solute and the structural effects induced by the solute-solvent interactions 
[274-293]. The effect of solute size on the B-coefficient is apparent from 
solvodynamic theories. A 'structure-building' solute lowers the average effective 
kinetic energy of the solvent molecules and thus increases the viscosity of the 
solution, and leads to a high B-coefficient values. Because of the exponential 
relationship between viscosity and temperature [294], a rise in temperature of the 
solution as a whole cause B-coefficient to fall. Such behaviour has been used 
to identify 'structure making' solutes [295]. Conversely, 'structure breaking' 
solutes have rather low B-coefficients, which increase with an increase in 
temperature [295,296]. In the case of electrolytes, the B-coefficient is a measure 
of the order or disorder introduced by ions into their co-spheres [297]. A positive 
B-coefficient indicates that the ions tend to order the solvent structure and increase 
the viscosity of the solutions, whereas a negative B-coefficient indicates 
disordering in solvent and a decrease of viscosity. The partitioning of the B-
coefficient into their ionic components was first proposed by Cox and Woefenden 
[298] and it was examined by Gurney [299] and Kaminsky [300]. Martin and 
Tsangaris [296] studied the structure-makingZ-breaking effect of dipolar 
molecules such as sarcosine, hydroxyproline, proline, aminocaproic acid, 
glutathione, sulfamic acid, taurine, glycine, betaine, serine, glycylglycine and 
triglycine on water in terms of B-coefficient and its temperature derivative, 
(dB/dT), values. They found that the magnitude of dB/dT values are more 
important than the B-coefficient values for explaining the structure-making/-
breaking effect of dipolar molecules on water. The sign of dB/dT is more indicative 
in measuring the structure-making and -breaking ability than sign or magnitude of B-
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coefficient. The negative sign of dB/dT means structure-making while the positive 
dB/dT means structure-breaking behavior of solute. The theoretical background of 
dB/dT is based on the Eyring's theory of viscosity [301], i.e., a negative value of 
dB/dT is equivalent to the energy of activation for viscous flow being greater for the 
solution than that of pure solvent.^ 
A thorough literature survey reveals that a number of thermodynamic 
properties of amino acids and peptides have been studied in aqueous medium but 
some researchers [302-312] have attempted to investigate the behavior of these 
mode l compounds of proteins in aqueous electrolyte solutions. Consequently, with 
a view to understanding the thermodynamic behavior of amino acids: L-
phenylalanine, L-leucine, L-glutamic acid and L-proline in 2M aqueous NaCl and 
2M aqueous NaNOa solutions, the density (p), ultrasonic velocity (u) and viscosity 
coefficient {x]) values as functions of molal concentration of amino acid and 
temperature: (298.15, 303.15, 308.15, 313.15, 318.15, 323.15 and 328.15) K have 
been measured. Using the experimentally measured data of p and u, the 
isentropic compressibility (KS), change (AKJ) and relative change (AKS/KQ) in 
isentropic compressibility, specific acoustic impedance (Z), relative association (RA), 
isothermal compressibilities (%, and K^^), internal pressure (Pj), solubility 
parameter (5), pseudo-gruneisen parameter (F), apparent molal volume ((f)^ ), 
partial molal volume (^"), apparent molal isentropic compressibility (^^.), partial 
molal isentropic compressibility (^J^), relative viscocity (r]r), specific viscocity (risp), 
B-coefficient and dB/dT values have been evaluated. The measured and computed 
values of these parameters have been discussed in terms of solute-solute and solute-
solvent interactions. It is expected that this study will be helpful in understanding the 
thermodynamic behavior of proteins in their native as well as in denatured state. 
EXPERIMENTAL 
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MATERIALS AND SAMPLE PREPARATION 
The amino acids: L-phenylalanine, L-Ieucine, L-glutamic acid, L-proiine; 
and the salts: sodium chloride and sodium nitrate of high purity (>99%), used in 
the present studies, were purchased from SRL (India) and E. Merck (India), 
respectively. The amino acids were recyrstalysed twice in (ethanol + water) 
mixtures, dried at 383.15 K and kept in vaccum desiccator over PjO, for at least 
72 h before use. The salts were recyrstalysed twice in triply distilled water, dried 
at 423.15 K for at least 3 h and then kept over P2O5 in a vaccum desiccator at 
room temperature for a minimum of 48 h prior to their use. Stock solutions of 
2.0 M aqueous NaCl and 2.0 M aqueous NaNOs were prepared in triply distilled 
water and were used as solvents for the preparation of amino acids solutions. 
Water used in the experiments was deionized and was degassed prior to making 
solutions. The degree of degassing was sufficiently high to prevent formation of 
bubbles in the measuring cell for ultrasonic velocity. The specific conductivity of 
triply distilled water used was less than 1810'^ Scm' . All the solutions were made 
by weight on the molality concentration scale within an accuracy of ilxlC^molkg"'. 
All the solutions were stored in special airtight bottles to avoid the exposure of 
solutions to air and evaporation. 
TEMPERATURE CONTROL 
A thermostated paraffin bath was used to maintain the desired temperature in 
the measurements of density and viscosity. The bath was made up of an 
immersion heater (1.5 KW), a stirrer, a check thermometer (Germany), a contact 
thermometer and a relay [Jumo type, NT 15.0, 220 V^lOA (Germany)]. Thermal 
stability of the thermostat was found to be within ±0.01°. 
DENSITY MEASUREMENT 
Pyknometer consisting of a small bulb with flat bottom of approximately 3.5 ml 
capacity and a graduated stem was used for the density measurements. The volume at 
each mark of the pyknometer was calibrated with triple distilled water. The 
densities of water at different required temperatures were taken from literature for 
calibration purposes [313]. Several very close readings of density calculated at each 
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temperature were averaged. All mass quantities were corrected for buoyancy. The 
test solution was introduced into the calibrated pyknometer, weighed and then it was 
immersed in the thermostated paraffin bath. The bath used for measurements of 
density values was maintained at a desired temperature (±0.01°) for about 30 min 
prior to recording of readings at each temperature of study. By recording the 
volume changes as a function of temperature, the densities of solutions were 
deteraiined at required temperatures. Several very close readings of density 
calculated at each temperature were averaged. The uncertainties in measurement of 
density [313] values were ascertained by comparing the experimental values with 
corresponding literature values at different temperatures for water. The uncertainty in 
measured density value is found to be within 2.0-10"^ g-cm'^ . 
VISCOSITY MEASUREMENT 
Canon-Fenske viscometer was used for the viscosity measurement of various 
solutions under study. The viscometer consists of three parallel arms with a 
common base. The viscometer was calibrated with the triple distilled water. The 
viscosity coefficient values of water at different temperatures were taken from 
literature for calibration purpose [314]. The clean and dry viscometer was filled 
with test solution and was clamped in the thermostated bath in a vertical position. 
The bath used for measurements of viscosity values was maintained at a desired 
temperature (±0.01°) for about 30 min prior to recording of readings at each 
temperature of study. In order to avoid the absorption of moisture by solution, the 
open ends of the three arms of viscometer were fitted with the anhydrous 
calcium chloride glass tubes through rubber tubes. The solution was sucked into 
the measuring bulb and was allowed to stand there for about two minutes by 
closing the calcium chloride tubes with rubber corks and then the corks were 
removed for receding the time of fall of solution from the upper to lower end of 
the bulb. After taking several readings at the desired temperature the average of 
the very close values of time of fall was taken. 
The viscosity coefficient is defined as the following Poiseuille's 
equation, 
Ti = ;ighptr''/8vl (1) 
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where g, h, p, r, 1 and t are acceleration due to gravity, height of the column in 
the viscometer, density of the liquid, radius of the viscometer's capillary, length and 
time of fall for the liquid of volume v through the capillary, respectively. The 
above equation can also be written as 
Ti^ ppt (2) 
where p =7tghr'*/8vl is constant for the given viscometer. The viscosity value of the 
test solution was calculated using the reported viscosity values of pure water at 
various temperatures. Equation (3) was employed for the calculation of viscosity 
of solutions. 
ni = (Piti ipih) ^^2 (3) 
where r|,, p, and t, are the viscosity coefficient, density and time of fall of the 
solution, respectively; whereas the r\2-> P2 ^"^ 2^ ^ ^ ^^e viscosity coefficient, 
density and time of fall of the solvent at the given temperatures 
respectively. The reproducibility in viscosity measurements was found to be within 
±0.003xlO'"^ Nm-^-s. 
ULTRASONIC VELOCITY MEASUREMENT 
An ultrasonic interferometer (Mittal's model: M-77) was used for the 
measurement of ultrasound velocity at a frequency of 4 MHz in the temperature 
range: (298.15 to 323.15) K. Water from ultra-thermostat (Type U-10) was 
circulated through the brass jacket surrounding the cell and the quartz crystal. The 
jacket was well insulated and the temperature of the solution under study was 
maintained to an accuracy of ±0.01". The water bath used for measurements of 
ultrasonic velocity values was maintained at a desired temperature (±0.01°) for 
about 30 min prior to recording of readings at each temperature of study. The 
instrument was calibrated with the triple distilled water. The ultrasonic velocity 




An ultrasonic interferometer is a simple and direct device to determine the 
ultrasonic velocity in liquids with a high degree of accuracy. The principle used in 
the measurement of velocity (u) is based on the accurate determination of the 
wavelength (k) in the medium. Ultrasonic waves of known frequency (f) are 
produced by a quartz plate fixed at the bottom of the cell. A movable metallic plate 
kept parallel to the quartz plate reflects these waves. If the separation between these 
two plates is exactly a whole multiple of the ultrasound wavelength, standing 
waves are formed in the medium. This acoustic resonance gives rise to an electrical 
reaction on the generator driving the quartz plate and the anode current of the 
generator becomes maximum. If the distance is now increased or decreased and 
the variation is exactly one half wavelength (k/2) or multiple of it, anode 
current again becomes maximum. The velocity can be obtained by using the 
relation, 
u =Xx f (4) 
Description 
The ultrasonic interferometer consists of two parts (i) the high frequency 
generator and (ii) the measuring cell. The "high frequency generator" is designed 
to excite the quartz plate fixed at the bottom of the measuring cell and its 
resonant frequency to generate ultrasonic waves in the liquid filled in the 
"measuring cell". A micrometer to observe the change in current and two controls 
for the purpose of sensitivity regulation and initial adjustments of micrometer are 
provided on the panel of the high frequency generator. The "measuring cell" is a 
specially designed double walled cell for maintaining a constant temperature of the 
liquid during experiment. A fine micrometer screw has been provided at the top, 
which can lower or raise the reflector plate in the liquid in the cell through a 
known distance. It has quartz plate fixed at its bottom. Instrument was adjusted in 
the following manner: 
1. The cell was inserted in the square base socket and clamped to it with the help of 
a screw provided on one of its sides. 
2. The curled cap of the cell was unscrewed and removed from the double walled 
construction of the cell. In the middle portion of it the experimental liquid was 
poured and screwed the curled cap. 
3. Water was circulated through the two chutes in the double wall construction in 
order to maintain the desired temperature. 
4. The cell was connected with the high frequency generator by a co-axial cable 
provided with the instrument. 
For the initial adjustment, two knobs are provided on high frequency generator, 
one is marked with 'Adj' and the other with 'Gain'. With knob marked 'Adj' the 
position of needle on the ammeter was adjusted and the knob marked 'Gain' was 
used to increase the sensitivity of the instrument for greater deflection. The 
ammeter was used to record the maximum deflections by adjusting the micrometer. 
Measurements 
The measuring cell was connected to the output terminal of the high frequency 
generator through a shielded cable. The cell was filled with the liquid before 
switching on the generator. The ultrasonic waves of 4 MHz frequency produced by 
a gold plated quartz crystal fixed at the bottom of a cell are passed through the 
medium. A movable plate reflects the waves and the standing waves are formed in 
the liquid in between the reflector plate and the quartz crystal. Acoustic resonance 
due to these standing waves gives rise to an electrical reaction to the generator 
driving the quartz plate and the anode current of the generator becomes 
maximum. The micrometer screw was raised slowly to record the maximum anode 
current. The wavelength was determined with the help of a total distance moved 
by the micrometer for twenty maximum readings of the anode current. The total 
distance (d) gives the value of wavelength using the of the relation, d = n x XJl, 
where n is the maximum number of readings. Using the wavelength, the ultrasound 
velocity in the liquid was obtained with the help of Equation (4). The reproducibility 
in ultrasound velocity measurement was within ±0.5 ms''. 
Precautions 
1. The generator was switched on after filling the cell by the experimental 
liquid. 
2. The experimental liquid was removed from the cell after use. 
3. The micrometer was kept open at about 25 mm after use. 
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4. The sudden rise or fall in the temperature of circulated liquid was avoided to 
prevent thermal shock to the quartz crystal. 
5. While cleaning the cell, care was taken not to spoil or scratch the gold plating on 
the quartz crystal. 
6. The generator was given 15 minutes warming up time before observation. 
Anton Par DSA 5000M 
Measuring principle 
The Anton Paar DSA 5000M simultaneously measures two physically independent 
properties: density and speed of sound with one sample. The two in one instrument is 
equipped with a density cell and a sound velocity cell thus combining the proven 
Anton Paar oscillating U-tube method with a highly accurate measurement of sound 
velocity. Both cells are temperature-controlled by a built-in Peltier thermostat. 
The Oscillating U-tube Method 
The sample is introduced into a U-shaped glass tube that is being excited to vibrate at 
its characteristic frequency electronically. The characteristic frequency changes 
depending on the density of sample. Through a precise determination of the 
characteristic frequency and a mathematical conversion, the density of the sample can 
be measured. 
The density is calculated from the quotient of the period of oscillations of the U-tube 
and reference oscillator: 
density = KAx Q^ x f,. KB^ fj 
where KA, KB are appeu-atus constants; Q is Quotient of the period of oscillation of 
the U-tube divided by the period of oscillation of the reference oscillator; and fi, are 
correction terms for temperature, viscocity and non linearity. 
The sound velocity analysis 
The sample is introduced in to the sound velocity measuring cell that is bordered by 
an ultrasonic trjmsmitter on the one side, by a receiver on the other side. The 
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transmitter sends sound waves of a known period through the sample. The velocity of 
sound can be calculated by determining the period of received sound waves and by 
considering the distance between the transmitter and the receiver. 
Y = Original length x(l + 1.6e-5xls.temp ) 
^ TAU ^f, 
divisor 
where original length is the original path length of the sound waves (factory default = 
5000 ^m); Atemp is the temperature deviation to 20*^ C; Ps is oscillation period of the 
received sound waves; Divisor is 512; TAU is apparatus constant for sound velocity; 
and; and fa is correction term for temperature. 
Due to high temperature dependency of the density and velocity of sound values, the 
measuring cells have to be thermostated precisely. 
The densities and sound velocities of one of the amino acids: L-glutamic acid has 
been experimentally measured with ANTON PAAR DSA 5000M Oscillating tube 
densimeter and sound analyzer. The uncertainties in the density and speed of sound 
measurements were within ± 5 • lO'^ gcm"^ and ±0.5 ms ' ' , respectively. 
CHAPTER! 
Ultrasonic Velocities and Interactions in 
L-phenylalanine-/L-leucine-/L-glutamic 
acid-/L-proline- 2M Aqueous NaCl/ 2M 
Aqueous NaNOa Systems 
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INTRODUCTION 
Ultrasonic velocity data as such provide little information about the 
nature and magnitude of the various interactions operative in the solution [61-
80] but their derived parameters such as isentropic compressibility, change and 
relative changes in isentropic compressibility, specific acoustic impedance and 
relative association have been useful for gaining information on the dynamics of 
systems [91,93,144], physical nature of the aggregates occurring in the solutions 
[62,93,144], structural changes of solutes and solvents in solutions, [94] and 
interactions in solutions [316-320]. 
Ultrasonic investigation of amino acids, peptides and proteins in aqueous 
solutions of electrolytes and non-electrolytes provide useful information in 
understanding the, intra-molecular and inter-molecular association, complex 
formation and related structural changes. The studies on interactions of bio-
molecules in the presence of metal ions can provide the further insight through 
ultrasonic velocity data [321]. Nandi and Robinson [322] studied the salting-
in/salting-out effect of several salts on biological macromolecule and concluded that 
the salts interact directly with the peptide group. A number of studies have been 
done to evaluate the thermodynamic properties of amino acids [169-172, 323-325], 
peptides [326-328] and proteins [1733,329] employing the ultrasonic velocity 
technique in aqueous and mixed aqueous solutions in order to study the zwitterion-
water dipole, hydrophobic-water dipole, zwitterion-ion, ion-water dipole, zwitterion-
organic solvent interactions. 
In this chapter, the ultrasonic velocity and density values for the amino acids: 
L-phenylalanine, L-leucine, L-glutamic acid and L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl 
and 2.0 M aqueous NaNOs solutions as functions of molal concentration of amino 
acids and at varying temperatures: (298.15, 303.15, 308.15, 313.15, 318.15, 323.15, 
and 328.15) K. Using the u and p data, the isentropic compressibility, change in 
isentropic compressibility, relative change in isentropic compressibility, acoustic 
impedance and relative association values have been computed, which in turn provide 
valuable information about the various interactions operative in solutions. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The experimentally measured density values of L-phenylalanine / L-leucine / L-
glutamic acid / L-proline + 2.0 M aqueous NaCl / 2.0 M aqueous NaNOs systems as 
functions of molal concentration of amino acids and temperature: (298.15, 303.15, 
308.15, 313.15, 318.15, 323.15, and 328.15) K are listed in Table 1.1. A close 
scrutiny of the table reveals that the density values of all the systems under 
investigation show a usual increasing trend of variation with an increase in amino 
acid concentration and a decreasing trend with an increase in temperature. The plots 
of density values versus solute concentration at different temperatures are shown in 
Figs. 1.1-1.8. All the systems seem to exhibit almost linear behavior in their 
variation of density values with amino acid concentration as well as with 
temperature. The measured densities of solutions have been least-squares fitted to 
the following second order polynomial equations, 
p/g-cm'^=Po + pim + p2m^ (1.1) 
p/g-cm-'=Po' + p,'T + p2'T' (1.2) 
where po, pi, P2, Po'. pi \ P2'; rn and T are the fitted coefficients, molal concentration 
of solution and temperature, respectively. The least-squares fitted coefficients of 
the above polynomial equations alongwith the standard deviations are listed in 
Tables 1.2 and 1.3, respectively. The density values of all the studied systems have 
been found to be higher than those of aqueous electrolyte solutions used as solvent 
at all temperatures of study as envisaged [313]. 
The experimentally measured ultrasonic velocity values of L-phenylalanine, L-
leucine, L-glutamic acid and L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous solutions of NaCl and 
NaNOs as functions of molal concentration of amino acids and temperature (298.15, 
303.15, 308.15, 313.15, 318.15, 323.15 and 328.15) K are listed in Table 1.4. The 
plots of ultrasonic velocity values versus molal concentration of amino acid at 
different temperatures are shown in Figs 1.9-1.16. The ultrasonic velocity data 
have been least-squares fitted to the following equations, 
u/m-s'' =Uf,+u,m (1.3) 
u/m-s"'=Uo'+u,'T (1.4) 
where u^ ,, u,, U(,\ u , \ m and T are the fitted coefficients, molal concentration of 
solution and temperature, respectively. The fitted coefficients along with their 
standard deviations are listed in the Tables 1.5 and 1.6, respectively. A close 
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(iii) L-ieucine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI solution 
0.0000 1.0750 1.0730 1.0707 1.0683 
0.0186 1.0753 1.0734 1.07129 1.0690 
0.0374 1.0757 1.0737 1.0715 1.0692 














0.0750 1.0768 1.0744 1.0720 1.0696 1.0673 1.0649 1.0625 
0.0940 1.0774 1.0751 1.0727 1.0704 1.0680 1.0655 1.0631 
0.1130 1.0776 1.0755 1.0732 1.0708 1.0683 1.0656 1.0629 
(iv) L-leucine in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOa solution 
0.0000 1.1042 1.1017 1.0990 1.0963 1.0934 1.0904 1.0872 
0.0182 1.1046 1.1024 1.1000 1.0972 1.0942 1.0910 1.0875 
0.0364 1.1052 1.1028 1.1002 1.0974 1.0943 1.0910 1.0875 
0.0547 1.1055 1.1029 1.1002 1.0973 1.0942 1.0910 1.0876 
0.0731 1.1054 1.1028 1.1000 1.0971 1.0940 1.0908 1.0875 
0.0915 1.1056 1.1029 1.1001 1.0972 1.0943 1.0912 1.0881 
0.1101 1.1059 1.1033 1.1006 1.0977 1.0947 1.0915 1.0882 
0.1287 1.1065 1.1040 1.1013 1.0984 1.0954 1.0923 1.0890 
0.1474 1.1067 1.1041 1.1013 1.0984 1.0954 1.0922 1.0890 
(v) L-giutamic acid in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl solution 
0.0000 1.076023 1.073651 1.071256 1.068907 1.066569 1.064164 1.061769 
0.0093 1.076507 1.074137 1.071740 1.069397 1.067077 1.064657 1.062260 
0.0186 1.076927 1.074571 1.072174 1.069859 1.067587 1.065148 1.062751 
0.0280 1.077467 1.075097 1.072665 1.070357 1.068116 1.065617 1.063185 
0.0373 1.078068 1.075668 1.073200 i.070867 1.068590 1.066066 1.063598 
0.0467 1.078427 1.076057 1.073590 I.07I3I7 1.069155 1.066577 1.064110 
0.0561 1.078960 1.076580 1.074098 1.071827 1.069673 1.067072 1.064588 
(vi) L-glutamic acid in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOj solution 
0.0000 1.105386 1.102370 1.099300 1.096337 1.093423 1.090303 1.087234 
0.0091 1.105720 1.102692 1.099608 1.096636 1.093732 1.090580 1.087498 
0.0182 1.105983 1.102961 1.099876 1.096915 1.094021 1.090870 1.087789 
26 
0.0272 1.106370 1.103343 1.100260 1.097288 1.094371 1.091233 1.088150 
0.0364 1.106744 1.103705 1.100609 1.097627 1.094718 1.091549 1.088453 
0.0455 1.107030 1.104003 1.100920 1.097948 1.095018 1.091893 1.088810 
0.0546 1.107333 1.104312 1.101253 1.098270 1.095332 1.092229 1.089170 
(vii) L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaCi solution 
0.0000 1.0750 1.0730 1.0707 1.0683 1.0657 1.0631 1.0602 
0.1893 1.0797 1.0774 1.0751 1.0727 1.0703 1.0678 1.0651 
0.3854 1.0839 1.0817 1.0794 1.0770 1.0745 1.0718 1.0690 
0.5881 1.0892 1.0870 1.0846 1.0822 1.0796 1.0770 1.0743 
0.7988 1.0936 1.0915 1.0892 1.0868 1.0842 1.0815 1.0786 
1.0166 1.0988 1.0965 1.0941 1.0915 1.0888 1.0859 1.0829 
1.2426 1.1039 1.1016 1.0992 1.0967 1.0941 1.0914 1.0886 
1.4782 1.1083 1.1056 1.1029 1.1003 1.0978 1.0953 1.0929 
1.7234 1.1126 1.1101 1.1075 1.1049 1.1023 1.0997 1.0971 
(viii) L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOa solution 
0.0000 1.1042 1.1017 1.0990 1.0963 1.0934 1.0904 1.0872 
0.1841 1.1092 1.1066 1.1039 1.1009 1.0978 1.0945 1.0910 
0.3748 1.1132 1.1102 1.1071 1.1041 1.1011 1.0980 1.0950 
0.5725 1.1172 1.1143 1.1114 1.1085 1.1056 1.1027 1.0998 
0.7773 1.1213 1.1186 1.1157 1.1127 1.1097 1.1065 1.1032 
0.9898 1.1255 1.1227 1.1198 1.1168 1.1138 1.1108 1.1077 
1.2110 1.1291 1.1263 1.1233 1.1204 1.1174 1.1145 1.1115 
1.4404 1.1331 1.1302 1.1272 1.1243 1.1213 1.1182 1.1152 
1.6789 1.1372 1.1344 1.1314 1.1284 1.1254 1.1223 1.1191 
1.085 
27 
0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 
m.mol.kg 
Fig. 1.1: Density values versus molal concentration of L-phenylalanine in 2.0 M 










-1 1 1 1 1 1 1 r 
0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0 08 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.16 
m,mol.kg^ 
Fig. 1.2: Density values versus molal concentration of L-phenylalanine in 2.0 M 


















0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 
m,mol.kg^ 
0.08 0.10 0.12 
Fig. 1.3: Density values versus molal concentration of L-leucine in 2.0 M 





0.04 0.06 0.08 
T r 
0.10 0.12 0.14 0.16 
m.mol.kg 
Fig. 1.4: Density values versus molal concentration of L-leucine in 2.0 M 










Fig. 1.5: Density values versus molal concentration of L-glutamic acid in 2.0 M 






Fig. 1.6: Density values versus molal concentration of L-glutamic acid in 2.0 M 





lOS-" 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1-
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.6 
m.mol.kg' 
Fig. 1.7: Density values versus molal concentration of L-proline in 2.0 M 










"I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 r 
0.0 0.2 0 4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 
m.mol.kg^ 
Fig. 1.8: Density values versus molal concentration of L-proline in 2.0 M 
aqueous NaNOa solutions. 
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TABLE 1.2: Least squares fit coefficients of the density equation, p/g-m'^ =po + Pim 
+ p2m" as a function of temperature 
T/(K) 




(gem ) (gem )/(mol-kg ) (gem /(molkg ) (gem ) 






























































































































































































































(vii) L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI solution 






































































TABLE 1.3: Least squares fit coefficients of the density equation, p= p(,+ p|T+ 
P2T as a function of molal concentration of amino acid. 
p, X \0'T 
T/(K) 
Po/ P2 X 107 a(p|Xl07 
(gem ) (gem )/(mol-kg'') (gem /(mol-kg'V (gcm"^) 


































































































































































































































(vii) L-prolinc in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI solution 
































































































298.15 303.15 308.15 313.15 318.15 323.15 328.15 


























































































































(iii) L-Ieucine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI solution 
0.0000 1614.3 1620.9 1627.6 1633.7 
0.0186 1619.0 1625.1 1631.9 1637.3 
0.0374 1620.3 1626.3 1633.7 1638.4 














0.0750 1623.5 1630.1 1636.8 1641.5 1645.7 1648.4 1650.5 
00940 1626.0 1632.6 1638.0 1643.1 1648.0 1651.1 1652.4 
0 , n O 1628.9 1633.3 1639.7 1643.8 1648.8 1652.0 1654.3 
(iv) L-leucine in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOa solution 









1608.4 1584.3 1590.7 1597.1 1600.7 1604.0 1606.3 
1585.7 1591.9 1598.5 1601.9 1605.0 1607.2 1609.6 
1588.7 1594.7 1599.5 1603.9 1606.5 1608.7 1610.9 
1589.8 1595.8 1600.9 1605.0 1608.0 1610.3 1611.6 
1593.1 1597.0 1603.2 1606.3 1609.8 1611.7 1613.1 
1594.1 1598.2 1604.4 1608.0 1610.4 1612.9 1614.4 
1596.0 1601.0 1606.2 1610.0 1612.5 1614.9 1615.7 
1598.1 1603.7 1608.7 1611.2 1614.4 1615.7 1618.1 
(V) L-glutamic acid in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl solution 
0.0000 1614.3 1620.9 1627.6 1633.7 1637.3 1640.5 1643.7 
1615.4 1621.6 1628.0 1634.7 1638.0 1642.0 1644.4 
1615.7 1622.8 1628.5 1635.4 1638.8 1642.5 1645.2 
1616.4 1623.4 1629.2 1636.0 1639.5 1643.1 1645.7 
1616.7 1624.0 1630.0 1636.4 1640.4 1643.3 1645.5 
1617.2 1624.4 1630.5 1636.8 1640.8 1643.6 1646.0 







(vi) L-glutamic acid in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOj solution 
0.0000 1581.4 1588.6 1593.2 1596.3 1600.1 1604.3 1607.1 
0.0091 1582.5 1589.6 1594.3 1597.6 1601.7 1605.1 1607.9 
39 
0.0182 1583.2 1590.7 1595.4 1598.8 1602.6 1606.4 1608.3 
0.0272 1584.3 1591.6 1596.0 1600.0 1603.6 1607.1 1609.2 
0.0364 1584.7 1592.7 1597.9 1601.3 1604.7 1608.0 1610.1 
0.0455 1585.8 1593.5 1599.3 1602.4 1606.0 1608.9 1610.7 
0.0546 1587.5 1594.7 1600.2 1604.1 1607.9 1609.7 1611.2 
(vii) L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl solution 
0.0000 1614.3 1620.9 1627.6 1633.7 1637.3 1640.5 1643.7 
0.1893 1625.3 1631.3 1637.6 1641.6 1646.0 1649.7 1653.6 
1636.7 1643.2 1649.1 1655.1 1658.8 1662.0 1665.2 
1650.5 1656.3 1662.1 1666.1 1669.3 1671.2 1673.6 
1663.6 1668.4 1672.9 1676.9 1678.9 1682.1 1684.0 
1676.5 1681.2 1684.9 1688.3 1690.5 1692.0 1694.4 
1687.6 1691.4 1695.4 1699.0 1701.2 1702.8 1704.6 
1697.7 1701.7 1705.6 1709.2 1711.6 1712.8 1715.2 








(viii) L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOj solution 
0.0000 1581.4 1588.6 1593.2 1596.3 1600.1 1604.3 1607.1 
1594.6 1600.3 1605.4 1609.8 1611.6 1614.0 1616.1 
1607.1 1612.9 1617.5 1620.8 1623.2 1625.2 1627.6 
1619.4 1624.4 1629.6 1633.2 1634.8 1637.6 1639.6 
1631.5 1636.7 1641.2 1644.8 1647.2 1649.1 1651.2 
1643.5 1648.9 1653.5 1657.5 1659.2 1661.5 1663.6 
1655.2 1659.6 1664.0 1667.6 1670.2 1672.4 1674.9 
1665.6 1670.2 1675.1 1678.9 1680.9 1683.1 1685.2 





















0.00 0.02 0.04 
m.mol.kg^ 
0.06 0.08 0.10 
Fig. 1.9: Ultrasonic velocity values versus molal concentration of 
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m.mol.kg^ 
Fig. 1.10: Ultrasonic velocity values versus molal concentration of 
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0.10 0.12 
Fig. 1.11: Ultrasonic velocity values versus molal concentration of L-leucine in 









— I 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 
0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.16 
m.mol.kg"' 
Fig. 1.12: Ultrasonic velocity values versus molal concentration of L-leucine in 
2.0 M aqueous NaNOs solution. 
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T 1 1 r 




Fig. 1.13: Ultrasonic velocity versus molal concentration of L-glutamic acid in 
2.0 M aqueous NaCl solution 
0.02 0.03 
m,mol.kg^ 
0.04 0.05 0.06 
Fig. 1.14: Ultrasonic velocity versus molal concentration of L-glutamic acid in 
2.0 M aqueous NaNOs solution. 
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1740 
-i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 r 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 
m,mol.kg-^ 
Fig. 1.15: Ultrasonic velocity values versus molal concentration of L-proline in 
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Fig. 1.16: Ultrasonic velocity values versus molal concentration of L-proline in 
2.0 M aqueous NaNOs solution. 
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TABLE 1.5: Least squares fit coefficients of the ultrasonic velocity equation, u= uo 
+ uim as a function of temperature. 
T/(K) 
Uo/ 
(ms ' ) 
u,/ 
-K/ / 1 ,. -K (m-s"')/ (mol-kg") 
0(u|/ 
(ms-') 























































































(iv) L-leucine 2.0 M aqueous NaNOj solution 



















































































































(viii) L-proIine in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOa solution 
298.15 1585.18 56.38 2.71 
303.15 1591.45 55.25 2.33 
308.15 1596.41 54.83 2.51 
313.15 1599.93 55.09 2.52 
318.15 1602.48 54.79 2.11 
323.15 1605.51 54.06 1.90 
328.15 1607.93 53.83 1.90 
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scrutiny of the Table 1.4 reveals that the ultrasonic velocity values increase with an 
increase in temperature and molal concentration of amino acid in the 2.0 M aqueous 
NaCl / 2.0 M aqueous NaNOs solution. 
The increase in ultrasonic velocity values of L-phenylalanine/ L-leucine/ 
L-glutamic acid / L-proIine +2.0 M aqueous NaCl/2.0 M aqueous NaNOs solutions 
may be attributed to the overall increase of cohesion brought about by the solute-
solute, solute-solvent and solvent-solvent interactions in solutions. The amino acid 
molecules exist as zwitterions in neutral solution. Amino acid moiecules/zwitterions 
may occupy the cavities of water clusters leading to the formation of denser structure 
of electrolyte solution [91]. Kirkwood [330] developed a theory based on electrostatic 
attraction between ions and zwitterions. Similar trends of variation of ultrasonic 
velocity in solutions with an increase in concentration of solute have been reported by 
other authors [329,331-334]. The interactions between the ions and the charged end 
groups of zwitterions (-NHs^, -COO') may influence the hydration cosphere of amino 
acids. 
Using the measured p and u values, the isentropic compressibility [335], the change 
in isentropic compressibility [336] and relative change in isentropic compressibility 
[337] values for the said systems have been calculated from following relations: 
Ks=l/pu^ (1.5) 
AKS = KO - KS = A + Bm (1.6) 
Kr= AKS/Ko = A' + B'm (1.7) 
where A and B are the intercept and slope values of AKS versus m plot, while A' and 
B' are the intercept and slope values of (AKJ/ KQ ) versus m plot, respectively. The 
isentropic compressibility values of L-phenylalanine, L-leucine, L-glutamic acid and 
L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl and 2.0 M aqueous NaNOs solutions as functions of 
amino acid concentration and temperature have been listed in Table 1.6 and plots are 
given as (Figs 1.17-1.24). The KS values of 2.0 M aqueous NaCl and 2.0 M aqueous 
NaNOj solutions at 298.15 K have been found to be 35.7110"" and 36.22-10'" 
(m^N''), respectively, whereas the corresponding literature value for water is 44.10 
•10' m -N' [338]. The lesser KS values of 2.0 M aqueous NaCl and 2.0 M aqueous 
NaN03 than that of water may be ascribed to [339] (i) an introduction of 
incompressible Na ,^ CI, NO3 ions into water and (ii) the changes occurring in 
structure of water clusters around the ions. According to the Kirkwood model [330] 
48 
TABLE 1.6: Isentropic compressibility values (KS/10'", m^.N'') as functions of solute 




298.15 303.15 308.15 313.15 318.15 323.15 328.15 


























































































































(iii) L-leucine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI solution 
0.0000 35.70 35.47 35.26 35.07 
0.0186 35.48 35.27 35.05 34.89 
0.0374 35.41 35.22 34.97 34.84 





























































































































































































































































































































































































Fig. 1.17: Isentropic compressibility values versus molal concentration of 








I I I 1 1 1 1 1 
0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.16 
m.mol.kg"^ 
Fig. 1.18: Isentropic compressibility values versus molal concentration of 
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Fig. 1.19: Isentropic compressibility values versus molal concentration of 
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0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.16 
m.mol.kg^ 
Fig. 1.20: Isentropic compressibility values versus molal concentration of 
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Fig. 1.21: Isentropic compressibility values versus molal concentration of 
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Fig. 1.22: Isentropic compressibility values versus molal concentration of 





Fig. 1.23: Isentropic compressibility values versus molal concentration of 
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Fig. 1.24: Isentropic compressibility values versus molal concentration of 
L-proline in 2.0 M NaN03 solution. 
addition of NaCI and NaN03 into water may coordinateOthe^hydration spheres of thi 
sodium ions with those of the carboxylate end groups anaNthose qt[ chloridejons ana 
nitrate ions with ammonium end groups of zwitterions. Th^^JpnsrZViafterions 
interactions may cause the relax of water molecules to the bulk state. An increase in 
amount of amino acid in a solution causes an increase in eiectrostriction, which in 
turn decreases the isentropic compressibility of solution. The iCs value of 2.0 M 
aqueous solution of NaCI (35.71 -10'" m^-N"'at 298.15 K)and 2.0 M aqueous solution 
of NaNOi (36.22-10"" m 'N 'a t 298.15 K) are smaller than the reported KS values of 
1.5 M aqueous solution of NaCI (37.47-10'" m^-N'')and 1.5 M aqueous solution of 
NaN03 (37.76-10'" m^-N"') at 298.15 K, respectively [65]. The smaller KS value of 
2.0 M aqueous NaCI solution (35.71 -10 " m^-N'') than that of 2.0 M aqueous NaNOs 
solution (36.22-10'" m^-N'') at 298.15 K is due to smaller size of CI" ions than that of 
NO3' [340,341]. The decrease in isentropic compressibility with an increase in 
temperature may be ascribed to changes occurred in structure of water clusters around 
zwitterions and ions (Na^, CI" and NO3") [336, 342-344]. The thermal rupture of water 
clusters with an increase in temperature may bring smaller aggregates of water close 
to each other. 
Water is regarded as an equilibrium mixture of two structures such as an ice 
like structure and a close packed structure [337,344]. Compressibility of liquid water 
is given by, KS = K,„ + Kreiax / (1 + ft' T ), where ic^ , is an instantaneous part of 
compressibility and /Crdax. a relaxational part of compressibility [344]. The 
relaxational time r, corresponding to K^sax is of the order of 10~"s. The relation wx < 1 
is assumed to be valid in the present study, where (o is the angular frequency. Thus, 
the isentropic compressibility obtained is equal to (K,» + Krciax)- With the rise in 
temperature, K.X. increases due to thermal expansion while K,c\ax decreases due to 
thermal rupture of the ice-like structure. Thus, the decrease in isentropic 
compressibility values with an increase in temperature may be attributed to the 
corresponding decrease in /Crdax, which is dominant over the corresponding increase 
in Ka. 
The calculated values of AKS and (AKS/ KO) listed in Tables 1.7 and 1.8 and 
plots given as (Figs 1.25-1.32 and Figs 1.33-1.40), exhibits an increasing trend of 
variation with an increase in concentration of amino acids in all the systems. 
However, trends of variation are irregular with an increase in temperatures. Such an 
56 
TABLE 1.7: Change in isentropic compressibility values (AiCs/lO"", m .^ N'') as 




298.15 303.15 308.15 313.15 318.15 323.15 328.15 
(i) L-phenylaianine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI solution 
0.0187 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.11 0.12 
0.0374 0.24 0.23 0.17 0.18 0.20 
0.0562 0.35 0.36 0.31 0.30 0.33 
0.0751 0.40 0.44 0.42 0.37 0.42 












































































(iii) L-leucine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI solution 
0.0186 0.24 0.20 0.20 0.17 
0.0374 0.30 0.26 0.28 0.22 
0.0562 0.37 0.35 0.32 0.30 
0.0750 0.48 0.45 0.43 0.36 

















0.1130 0.74 0.62 0.59 0.50 
(iv) L-leucine in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOa solution 
0.55 









































































































































































































































































































TABLE 1.8: Relative change in iscntropic compressibility values, (AKS/ICQ) ^10 as 




298.15 303.15 308.15 313.15 318.15 323.15 328.15 
(i) L-phenylalanine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI solution 
0.0187 0.26 0.23 0.22 0.31 0.34 0.33 0.18 
0.0374 0.67 0.64 0.47 0.52 0.58 0.56 0.53 
0.0562 0.98 1.01 0.86 0.86 0.94 0.97 0.81 
0.0751 1.13 1.24 1.19 1.04 1.21 1.09 0.99 
0.0941 1.30 1.35 1.36 1.26 1.35 1.29 1.15 





































































































































































































































(vi) L-glutamic acid in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOa solution 
0.0091 0.20 0.17 0.16 0.16 
0.0182 0.29 0.28 0.26 0.29 
0.0272 0.56 0.51 0.45 0.53 
0.0364 0.62 0.68 0.73 0.76 
0.0455 0.86 0.89 1.01 1.02 



















(vii) L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl solution 
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Fig. 1.25: Change in isentropic compressibility values versus molal 
concentration of L-phenylalanine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl solution. 
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Fig. 1.26: Change in isentropic compressibility values versus molal 
concentration of L-phenylalanine in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOs solution. 
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Fig. 1.27: Change in isentropic compressibility values versus molal 
concentration of L-leucine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl solution. 
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Fig. 1.28: Change in isentropic compressibility values versus molal 
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Fig. 1.29: Change in isentropic compressibility values versus molal 
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Fig. 1.30: Change in isentropic compressibility values versus concentration of 
















Fig. 1.31: Change in isentropic compressibility values versus molal 


























Fig. 1.32: Change in isentropic compressibility values versus molal 
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Fig. 1.33: (AKS/KO) values versus molal concentration of L-phenylalanine in 2.0 M 
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Fig. 1.34: (AKS/KO) values versus molal concentration of L-phenylalanine in 2.0 M 
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Fig. 1.35: (AKJ/KO) values versus molal concentration of L-leucine in 2.0 M 
aqueous NaCl solution. 
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Fig. 1.36: (AKS/KO) values versus molal concentration of L-leucine in 2.0 M 
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Fig. 1.37: (AKJ/KO) values versus molal concentration of L-glutamic acid in 2.0 M 
aqueous NaCl solution. 
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Fig. 1.38: (AKS/KO) values versus molal concentration of L-glutamic acid in 2.0 M 




Fig. 1.39: (AKS/KO) values versus molal concentration of L-proline in 2.0 M 
aqueous NaCl solution. 
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Fig. 1.40: (AKS/KO) values versus molal concentration of L-proline in 2.0 M 
aqueous NaNOs solution. 
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increase in AKS and (AKS/ K,,) values with an increase in amino acid /zwitterion 
concentration may be attributed to overall increase in cohesive forces in solutions. In 
addition, the successive increase of AKS and (AKJ KQ) may also be attributed to 
enhanced interactions in solution. Molecular interactions in pure water are modulated 
by bulk-phase electrostatics and by solvent-induced forces [345]. Bulk electrostatic 
effects originate in the polarization and reorientation of water molecules in the bulk 
phase. Further, the variation with an increase in temperature may be due to thermal 
rupture of water structure aggregate which brings structural entities close to each 
other. 
The specific acoustic impedance is the product of density and ultrasonic 
velocity of solution and can be expressed as, 
Z = pu (1.8) 
where p and u are the density and ultrasonic velocity of solution, respectively. The 
calculated values of Z are given in Table 1.9. The Z value increase with an increase 
in molal concentration of solute but these values show irregular trends of variation 
with temperature. These results may be discussed on the basis of the dynamic 
structure of water around the ions / zwitterions which is consistent with that shown by 
the ultrasonic velocity data. The plots of Z values versus molal concentration of 
amino acid show a linear behavior in almost all the systems under investigation 
(Figs 1.41-1.48). 
The values of density and ultrasound velocity have enabled to estimate the 
magnitude of relative association, using the following expression [346], 
RA = p/po (uo / u) "' (1.9) 
where p and po are the densities of the solution and solvent, respectively, while u and 
uo are the corresponding ultrasonic velocities. The values of relative association thus 
obtained as functions of amino acid concentration and temperature are listed in 
Table 1.10. The RA values show an increasing trend of variation with an increase in 
molal concentration of amino acids in aqueous electrolyte solutions. A close 
examination of the data reveals that the RA values are either one or close to one. This 
indicates that the systems under investigation are essentially ideal in nature. However, 
the variation in RA values with an increase in temperature is insignificant over the 
temperature range of 298.15-328.15 K. Consequently, the variation in temperature 
over the said range does not seem to affect the nature of interactions operative in 
solutions significantly. 
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TABLE 1.9: Specific acoustic impedance values, (Z/10^, kg.m'^.s'') as functions of 




298.15 303.15 308.15 313.15 318.15 323.15 328.15 


























































































































(iii) L-Ieucine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI solution 
0.0000 1735.3 1739.1 1742.6 1745.2 
0.0186 1741.0 1744.4 1748.2 1750.3 
0.0374 1742.9 1746.0 1750.5 1751.8 














0.0750 1748.1 1751.3 1754.7 1755.8 1756.4 1755.3 1753.6 
0.0940 1751.8 1755.2 1757.1 1758.7 1760.1 1759.2 1756.6 
0.1130 1755.3 1756.6 1759.7 1760.2 1761.4 1760.5 1758.3 


































































































































(vi) L-glutamic acid in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOs solution 
0.0000 1746.1 1750.1 1750.9 1749.9 1749.5 1749.2 1747.2 
0.0091 1748.1 1752.1 1752.9 1751.7 1750.8 1748.7 1745.4 






















1754.3 1752.8 1749.5 
1757.2 1755.9 1753.2 
1760.8 1759.1 1756.1 
1763.1 1759.5 1755.3 
(vii) L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI solution 
0.0000 1735.3 1739.1 1742.6 1745.2 1745.0 1743.9 1742.6 
0.1893 1754.8 1757.7 1760.6 1761.0 1761.7 1761.5 1761.3 
0.3854 1774.1 1777.5 1780.1 1782.6 1782.3 1781.3 1780.1 
0.5881 1797.8 1800.3 1802.7 1802.9 1802.2 1799.9 1797.9 
0.7988 1819.3 1821.0 1822.1 1822.4 1820.2 1819.2 1816.3 
1.0166 1842.1 1843.5 1843.5 1842.8 1840.7 1837.4 1834.8 
1.2426 1862.9 1863.2 1863.6 1863.3 1861.3 1858.4 1855.6 
1.4782 1881.6 1881.3 1881.1 1880.7 1878.9 1876.0 1874.5 
1.7234 1901.3 1901.8 1900.5 1900.4 1898.7 1895.9 1893.1 
(viii) L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOa solution 
0.0000 1746.1 1750.1 1750.9 1749.9 1749.5 1749.2 1747.2 
0.1841 1768.7 1770.9 1772.1 1772.3 1769.2 1766.6 1763.2 
0.3748 1789.0 1790.6 1790.7 1789.5 1787.2 1784.5 1782.1 
0.5725 1809.1 1810.1 1811.2 1810.5 1807.5 1805.8 1803.2 
0.7773 1829.5 1830.7 1831.1 1830.2 1827.8 1824.7 1821.6 
0.9898 1849.7 1851.1 1851.5 1851.1 1848.1 1845.5 1842.7 
1.2110 1868.9 1869.2 1869.2 1868.3 1866.3 1863.8 1861.6 
1.4404 1887.3 1887.6 1888.2 1887.5 1884.8 1882.0 1879.3 
1.6789 1905.9 1906.8 1906.0 1905.5 1903.2 1900.2 1897.1 
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298.15 303.15 308.15 313.15 318.15 323.15 328.15 
(i) L-phenylalanine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI solution 
0.0187 1.0006 1.0003 1.0001 0.9999 0.9998 
0.0374 1.0009 1.0008 1.0009 1.0007 1.0005 
0.0562 1.0013 1.0013 1.0015 1.0015 1.0014 
0.0751 1.0018 1.0016 1.0016 1.0019 1.0016 












































































(iii) L-leucine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI solution 
0.0186 0.9998 0.9997 
0.0374 0.9999 0.9997 
0.0562 1.0001 0.9996 
0.0750 1.0002 0.9996 
0.0940 1.0003 0.9997 



















































































































































(vi) L-glutamic acid in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOa solution 
0.0091 1.0004 1.0002 1.0000 0.9997 0.9993 0.9991 0.9987 
0.0182 1.0002 0.9997 0.9994 0.9992 0.9993 0.9996 1.0002 
0.0272 1.0014 1.0008 1.0004 0.9999 0.9997 0.9998 1.0000 
0.0364 1.0014 1.0008 1.0005 1.0003 1.0005 1.0008 1.0013 
0.0455 1.0021 1.0017 1.0013 1.0013 1.0014 1.0019 1.0025 
0.0546 1.0026 1.0022 1.0018 1.0014 1.0012 1.0015 1.0016 
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1.0021 1.0021 1.0021 1.0026 1.0025 1.0026 1.0026 
1.0037 1.0037 1.0038 1.0038 1.0038 1.0038 1.0039 
1.0058 1.0059 1.0060 1.0064 1.0065 1.0069 1.0072 
1.0072 1.0076 1.0081 1.0085 1.0089 1.0089 1.0092 
1.0093 1.0097 1.0102 1.0106 1.0108 1.0110 1.0111 
1.0118 1.0123 1.0128 1.0133 1.0136 1.0140 1.0144 
1.0138 1.0139 1.0142 1-0146 1.0149 1.0156 1.0163 
1.0156 1.0157 1.0163 1.0167 1.0170 1.0175 1.0181 
(viii) L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOj solution 
1.0006 1.0012 1.0013 1.0011 1.0016 1-0019 1.0019 
1.0016 1.0018 1.0017 1.0017 1.0021 1.0028 1.0031 
1.0026 1.0031 1.0031 1.0032 1-0039 1.0045 1.0051 
1.0038 1.0044 1.0046 1.0046 1.0050 1-0056 1.0058 
1.0051 1.0056 1.0058 1.0057 1.0064 1.0070 1.0074 
1.2110 1-0059 1.0067 1.0068 1.0069 1-0074 1.0081 1.0085 
1.4404 1.0074 1.0081 1.0081 1.0081 1.0087 1.0094 1.0098 
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Fig. 1.41: Specific acoustic impedance values versus molal concentration of 
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Fig. 1.42: Specific acoustic impedance values versus molal concentration of 
L-phenylalanine in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOa solution. 
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Fig. 1.43: Specific acoustic impedance values versus molal concentration of 
L-leucine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl solution. 
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Fig. 1.44: Specific acoustic impedance values versus molal concentration of 
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Fig. 1.45: Specific acoustic impedance values versus molal concentration of 
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Fig. 1.46: Specific acoustic impedance values versus molal concentration of 












Fig. 1.47: Specific acoustic impedance values versus molal concentration of 




Fig. 1.48: Specific acoustic impedance values versus molal concentration of 
L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOa solution. 
CHAPTER-II 
Isothermal Compressibilities, Internal 
Pressures, Solubility Parameters and 
Pseudo-Gruneisen Parameters of 
L-phenylalanine-/L-leucine-/L-glutamic 
acid- /L-proline- 2M Aqueous NaCl/ 
2M Aqueous NaN03 Systems 
INTRODUCTION 
The thermodynamic properties such as isothermal compressibility, internal pressure, 
solubility parameter and pseudo-gruneisen parameter are useful to study the solute-
solute and solute-solvent interactions in aqueous and non-aqueous systems. 
The knowledge of isothermal compressibility and excess isentropic 
compressibility values may enable one to account for the extent and nature of 
interactions in solutions. However, it is not an easy task to determine isothermal 
compressibilities directly [211], but through other parametres such as ultrasonic 
velocity, density and heat capacity at constant pressure measurements, it can be 
determined indirectly [347,348]. A number of authors' have employed the isothermal 
compressibility data for elucidating the interactions in amino acids, peptides and 
proteins in aqueous medium [347, 349-351] and mixed solvent systems. 
Internal pressure is a fundamental property of the liquid state which has been 
studied initially by Hildebrand et al [352,353] and subsequently by several other 
researchers [127,135,354-358]. The internal pressure describes the physical 
interaction contribution to the cohesive energy density, which is a measure of the total 
molecular cohesion per unit volume [130]. This is an usefiil parameter for 
understanding the structure-making and structure-breaking effect of a non-electrolyte 
in a solution [358]. Internal pressure is the result of the forces of attraction and 
repulsion between molecules in a liquid. The accurate measurements of the internal 
pressure of fluids and fluid mixtures are known to give valuable information regarding 
the nature of the interactions in the systems. Therefore, internal pressure is very 
important in understanding the nature of molecular interactions and in the theory of 
liquid and liquid mixtures [359]. Verdier and Anderson [152] used indirect method to 
estimate the values of internal pressure of mixtures, using thermal expansivity 
(determined by microcalorimeter) and isothermal compressibility (determined by 
density measurements). Pandey et al [136] extended the method for estimating the 
internal pressure of ternary liquid systems. Various studies have been done to 
determine internal pressure values of aqueous and non aqueous systems [146,148-
154,156,360,361]. 
Solubility parameter measures the cohesive energy density of solutions. 
Hildebrand and Scott [352,353] introduced this parameter in the theory of solutions. 
The solubility parameter is the square root of the cohesive energy density and its 
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numerical value indicates the solvency behavior of a specific solvent. The solubiHty 
parameter is also helpful for assessing the compressibilities of various substances, and 
it serves as an efficient guide in the selection of proper compounding ingredients 
[ 172] and solvents for a polymeric substance [ 173] and paint [ 174]. 
Pseudo-gruneisen parameter has been studied by several workers 
[162,175,179,180,186,188,189,362] for investigating the quasi-crystalline behavior 
and internal structure of liquids. A number of authors [145,179,363] have determined 
the pseudo-gruneisen parameter for aqueous and non-aqueous systems. 
In this chapter, the isothermal compressibilities, internal pressures, solubility 
parametres and pseudo-gruneisen parametres of L-phenylalanine, L-leucine, 
L-glutamic acid and L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl and 2.0 M aqueous NaNOs 
solutions at different temperatures: 298.15, 303.15, 308.15, 313.15, 318.15, 323.15 
and 328.15 K, have been evaluated using the experimental values of ultrasonic 
velocity and density. These computed parameters have been used to study the various 
interactions operative in the systems under investigation. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The isothermal compressibility values of L-phenylalanine, L-leucine, L-glutamic acid 
and L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl and 2.0 M aqueous NaNOs solutions have been 
evaluated using the following expression 
KTI = 1.33x10-^(6.4x10"' u '^^ pf^ (2.1) 
where u and p represent the experimental ultrasonic velocity and density values, 
respectively. This expression has been obtained by combining Mc Gowan's 
expression [364] between isothermal compressibility and surface tension (a), 
KTa '^^ = 1.33x10-^ (2.2) 
and the Auerbach relationship [365] between ultrasonic velocity and surface tension: 
u = (o/6.4xl0"*p)^^^ (2.3) 
Replacing an arbitrary constant in the denominator of equation [2.1] by a temperature 
term, Pandey and Vyas [366] suggested a relation for the calculation of isothermal 
compressibility, which can be written as 
KT2=17.1xlO-'/r 'Vp' '3 (2.4) 
The computed isothermal compressibility values %, and K^J have been listed in the 
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Tables 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. The K,, values, plotted as a function of molal 
concentration of amino acid at all temperatures of study, as shown in (Figs 2.1-2.8) 
exhibit linear trends of variation for all the studied systems. A close scrutiny of the 
Tables 2.1 and 2.2 reveal that the isothermal compressibility values decrease with an 
increase in molal concentration of amino acid in the 2.0 M aqueous NaCl and 2.0 M 
aqueous NaNOs solutions as well as with an increase in temperature between 298.15 
and 328.15 K. These trends of variation of isothermal compressibilities with variation 
in solute concentration and temperature are similar to the variation of isentropic 
compressibility values with a successive increase in amino acid molal concentration 
and temperature for these systems studied in the previous chapter. The Kpi values of 
2.0 M aqueous NaCl and 2.0 M aqueous NaNOj solutions are 44.62 and 44.81 (10' 
'^ /m .^ N"'), respectively at 298.15 K. The isothermal compressibility of 2.0 M 
aqueous NaN03 is larger than that of 2.0 M aqueous NaCl solution at 298.15 K. The 
reported KTI values of 2.0 M aqueous KCl are 45.18 ( 1 0 ' ' W . N"') [367] and 44.94 
(10"'^W. N"') [368] and that for 2.0 M aqueous KNO3 have been reported as 45.70 
(lO-'^/ml N-') [367] and 45.01(10'^W. N^') [368] at 298.15 K. On addition of 
0.0187m L-phenylalanine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl solution and 0.0362 m L-
phenylalanine in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOa at 298.15 K, the KTI values become 44.49 and 
44.60 ( 1 0 ' ' W . N"'), respectively. The KTI values of 0.0186m L-leucine, 0.0093m 
L-glutamic acid and 0.1893m L-proline are 44.31, 44.53 and 43.65 (10''^/ml N''), 
respectively, in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl at 298.15 K; whereas for 0.0184m L-leucine 
[368], 0.0092m L-glutamic acid [367], 0.1871m L-proline [368] in 2.0 M aqueous 
KCl solution at 298.15 K, the reported values are 44.75, 45.09 and 43.95(10''W.N" 
'), respectively. The Kn values of 0.0182m L-leucine, 0.0091m L-glutamic acid and 
0.1841m L-proline are 44.68, 44.79 and 43.76 (10''^/ml N''), respectively, in 2.0 M 
aqueous NaNOs solution at 298.15 K; whereas for 0.0178m L-leucine [368], 0.0090m 
L-glutamic acid [367] and 0.1814m L-proline [368], the reported values are 44.72, 
45.64 and 44.00 (lO'Vml N''), respectively, in 2.0 M aqueous KNO3 solution at 
298.15 K. It has been observed that the isothermal compressibility values decrease 
with an increase in molal concentration of amino acids in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl and 
2.0 M aqueous NaNOj solutions which may be due to corresponding decrease in free 
volume and average kinetic energy of constituents of solutions. The Na"^ , CI' and NO3" 
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vl2 TABLE 2.1: Isothermal compressibility values (KH /lO" , m . N ' ) as functions of 







































































































































(iii) L- leucine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI solution 
0.0000 44.62 44.34 44.07 43.85 
0.0186 44.31 44.05 43.77 43.58 
0.0374 44.21 43.96 43.65 43.51 














0.0750 43.95 43.69 43.43 43.30 
0.0940 43.75 43.50 43.31 43.16 
0.1130 43.56 43.43 43.19 43.00 











































































































































(vi) L-glutamic acid in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOa solution 
4453 44.42 44.41 44.36 44.30 44.33 
44.49 44.36 44.34 44.29 44.30 44.36 








































(vii) L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl solution 
0.0000 44.62 44.34 44.07 43.85 43.78 43.76 43.74 
0.1893 43.65 43.43 43.20 43.10 42.99 42.93 42.86 
0.3854 42.72 42.47 42.26 42.06 42.00 41.98 41.96 
0.5881 41.62 41.42 41.23 41.15 41.11 41.16 41.18 
0.7988 40.64 40.49 40.38 40.29 40.33 40.31 40.37 
1.0166 39.66 39.53 39.46 39.42 39.46 39.54 39.58 
1.2426 38.80 38.73 38.65 38.59 38.62 38.68 38.74 
1.4782 38.06 37.99 37.94 37.89 37.90 37.97 37.98 
1.7234 37.28 37.20 37.19 37.12 37.14 37.19 37.25 
(viii) L-proIine in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOj solution 
0.0000 44.81 44.53 44.42 44.41 44.36 44.30 44.33 
0.1841 43.76 43.56 43.42 43.32 43.40 43.45 43.53 
0.3748 42.77 42.60 42.50 42.48 42.51 42.57 42.61 
0.5725 41.82 41.69 41.55 41.51 41.58 41.58 41.63 
0.7773 40.89 40.75 40.66 40.62 40.66 40.73 40.79 
0.9898 40.05 39.86 39.77 39.71 39.77 39.81 39.87 
1.2110 39.18 39.09 39.02 38.98 39.00 39.04 39.06 
1.4404 38.43 38.34 38.24 38.19 38.24 38.29 38.34 
1.6789 37.69 37.58 37.54 37.49 37.51 37.57 37.63 
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TABLE 2.2: Isothermal compressibility values (KT2/10"'^, m .^ N'') as functions of 




298.15 303.15 308.15 313.15 318.15 323.15 328.15 


























































































































(iii) L- leucine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI solution 
0.0000 47.39 46.76 46.15 45.60 
0.0186 47.06 46.48 45.88 45.38 
0.0374 46.97 46.40 45.77 45.31 














0.0750 46.72 46.14 45.56 
0.0940 46.54 45.96 45.46 








































































(V) L- glutamic acid in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI solution 






















































i) L-glutamic acid in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOa solution 
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Fig. 2.1: Isothermal compressibility values versus molal concentration of 
L-phenylalanine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl solution. 
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Fig. 2.2: Isothermal compressibility values versus molal concentration of 
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Fig. 2.3: Isothermal compressibility values versus molal concentration of 
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Fig. 2.4: Isothermal compressibility values versus molal concentration of 
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Fig. 2.5: Isothermal compressibility values versus molal concentration of 




Fig. 2.6: Isothermal compressibility values versus molal concentration of 




Fig. 2.7: Isothermal compressibility values versus molal concentration of 
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Fig. 2.8: Isothermal compressibility values versus molal concentration of 
L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOs solution. 
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ions furnished by NaCI and NaNOi in solutions may interact electrostatically with 
NH3* and COO' end groups of amino acids being zwitterionic form in solutions. The 
amount of bulk water decreases due to electrostriction phenomenon as the 
concentration of electrolyte increases and hence compressibility decreases. Similar 
trends of variation of isothermal compressibilities have been shown by Millero et al., 
[369] as functions of solute concentration and temperature for aqueous NaCl, Na2S04, 
MgS04 and MgCb solutions. The decreasing trend of variation of KH with an increase 
in temperature may be due to formation of more incompressible hydrated entities in 
systems. The decrease in isothermal compressibility values for the studied systems 
with an increase in temperature may be explained in terms of the changes occurring in 
water structure clusters around zwitterions and ions (Na"^ , CI" and NO3") in solutions. 
A number of workers [336,343,370] have attributed such type of trends of variation 
for isothermal compressibility with variation in temperature to the presence of 
structured water aggregates at the given temperature. 
The intemal pressure is a measure of cohesive forces acting in the liquid and 
can be interpreted as a measure of non-chemical interactions [371,358]. The Pj values 
have been obtained using the following equation [130], 
Pi-(TaT/KTi)-P (2.5) 
Where aj is the coefficient of thermal expansion, T is the absolute temperature and P 
is the atmospheric pressure which has been neglected [372] and the above expression 
may be written as, 
Pr(Tar/KT,) (2.6) 
Thermal expansion coefficient values have been computed from the measured values 
of density as a function of temperature, employing the following relation [373], 
a . r - - l /p (ap /aT)p (2.7) 
The computed value of a^ have been listed in the Table Al of the appendix. The 
computed Pi values have been given in the Table 2.3. The computed values of 
intemal pressure exhibit irregular trends of variation with an increase in solute 
concentration. The Pj values of 2.0 M aqueous NaCl and 2.0 M aqueous NaNGs 
solutions are 2.710 and 3.302 (10^ Nm"^), respectively at 298.15 K. On addition of 
0.0187 m L-phenylalanine, 0.0186 m L-leucine, 0.0093 m L-glutamic acid and 
0.1893m L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl at 298.15 K, the Pi values become 3.005, 
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TABLE 2.3: Internal pressure values (Pj /lO^ N. m'^ ) as functions of solute 
concentration and temperature. 
m/ 
(moLkg-') 298.15 303.15 308.15 
T/(K) 
313.15 318.15 323.15 328.15 


























































































































(iii) L-leucine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl solution 
0.0000 2.710 2.779 2.849 2.916 
0.0186 2.885 2.956 3.030 3.099 













































































































































































(vi) L-glutamic acid in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOa solution 
0.0000 3.302 3.388 3.462 3.530 3.601 3.673 3.738 



























(vii) L-proHne in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI solution 
0.0000 2.710 2.779 2.849 2.916 






















































2.0 M aqueous NaNOa solution 































































































2.885, 2.988 and 3.018 (lO'' N.m"^), respectively. On addition of 0.0180m 
L-phenylalanine, 0.0182 m L-leucine, 0.0091m L-glutamic acid and 0.1841m 
L-proline in 2 M aqueous NaNOs solution at 298.15 K, the Pi values become 3.544, 
3.337, 3.658 and 3.598 (10 N m ' ) , respectively. The variation of P; values with an 
increase in molal concentration of solute may be attributed to the overall increase of 
cohesive forces in solutions. Internal pressure values also increase with an increase in 
temperature. This trend of variation of Pj values may be due to a corresponding 
decrease in the repulsive forces among the components of the systems with an 
increase in temperature. 
The solubility parameter has been defined as the square root of the cohesive 
energy density of the solution [374] and is given by the following relation, 
6 = (Pi)"^ (2.8) 
The computed values of solubility peu-ameter have been summarized in the Table 2.4 
and plots are given as (Figs 2.9-2.16). The 5 values show irregular trends of variation 
with an increase in molal concentration of amino acids and increasing trends of 
variation with an increase in temperature from 298.15 to 323.15 K. The 5 values of 
2M aqueous NaCl and 2M aqueous NaNOj solutions are 5.361 and 5.765 (10'' (N-m' 
^y'\ respectively, at 298.15 K. Such a variation in 8 values may be attributed to a 
variation in the cohesive energy density of the solution on addition of solute. The 
trends of variation of 6 with increase in solute concentration and temperature are 
similar to that of the trends of a variation of internal pressure since it is the square root 
ofPj. 
The pseudo-gruneisen parameter measures the degree of molecular / ionic 
association in a solution. The following relation is employed for the computation of 
pseudo-gruneisen parameter, 
r - (Y- l ) / a ,T (2.9) 
where y is the specific heat ratio. The values of y have been computed employing the 
following expression, 
Y = Cp/Cv = KTI/Ks (2.10) 
where KS (=l/pu ) is the isentropic compressibility of the solution. The computed 
values of pseudo-gruneisen parameter have been listed in the Table 2.5 and plots 
given as (Figs 2.17-2.24). The pseudo-gruneisen parameter values are negative at all 
molal concentrations of solutions and at all studied temperatures. The negative values 
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TABLE 2.4: Solubility parameter values (8 /10^ (N. m"'^ )"'^ ) as functions of solute 









































































































































(iii) L- leucine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI solution 
0.0000 5.361 5.429 5.496 5.561 
0.0186 5.371 5.437 5.504 5.566 














































































































































































(vi) L-glutamic acid in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOa solution 
5.839 5.903 5.960 6.019 6.080 6.134 
6.126 6.193 6.253 6.316 6.376 6.432 

































































1.7234 6.096 6.161 
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Fig. 2.9: Solubility parameter values versus molal concentration of 
L-phenylal£inine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl solution. 
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Fig. 2.10: Solubility parameter values versus molal concentration of 
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Fig. 2.11: Solubility parameter values versus molal concentration of L-leucine in 
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Fig. 2.12: Solubility parameter values versus molal concentration of L-leucine in 






Fig. 2.13: Solubility parameter values versus molal concentration of 
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Fig. 2.14: Solubility parameter values versus molal concentration of 
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Fig. 2.15: Solubility parameter values versus molal concentration of L-proline in 
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Fig. 2.16: Solubility parameter values versus molal concentration of L-proline in 
2.0 M aqueous NaNOs solution. 
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TABLE 2.5: Pseudo-gruneisen values as functions of solute concentration and 
temperature. 
ml 
(mol-kg-') 298.15 303.15 
T/(K) 
308.15 313.15 318.15 323.15 328.15 


























































































































(iii) L- leucine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI solution 
0.0000 -7.554 -7.415 -7.280 -7.148 
0.0186 -7.823 -7.680 -7.540 -7.404 
0.0374 -7.902 -7.757 -7.616 -7.478 
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Fig. 2.17: Pseudo-gruneisen values versus molal concentration of L-phenylalanine 
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Fig. 2.18: Pseudo-gruneisen values versus molal concentration of L-phenylalanine 
in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOa solution. 
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Fig. 2.19: Pseudo-gruneisen values versus molal concentration of L-leucine in 
2.0 M aqueous NaCl solution. 
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Fig. 2.20: Pseudo-gruneisen values versus molal concentration of L-leucine in 
2.0 M aqueous NaNOa solution. 
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Fig. 2.21: Pseudo-gruneisen values versus molal concentration L-glutamic acid 
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Fig. 2.22: Pseudo-gruneisen values versus molal concentration L-glutamic acid in 
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Fig. 2.23: Pseudo-gruneisen values versus molal concentration of L-proline in 
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Fig. 2.24: Pseudo-gruneisen values versus molal concentration of L-proline in 
2.0 M aqueous NaNOs solution. 
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indicate the probable formation of intermolecular complex in the solution and strong 
intermolecular interactions. The P values for 2.0 M aqueous NaCl and 2.0 M aqueous 
NaNOs solutions are -7.554 and -6.231, respectively, at 298.15K. On addition of 
0.0187 m L-phenylalanine, 0.0186 m L-leucine, 0.0093 m L-glutamic acid and 0.1893 
m L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI solution at 298.15 K the f values become -7.480, 
-7.823, -7.516 and -7.589, respectively. On addition of 0.0180 m L-phenylalanine, 
0.0182 m L-leucine, 0.0091 m L-glutamic acid and 0.1841 m L-proline in 2.0 M 
aqueous NaNOa solution at 298.15 K, the T values become -6.300, -6.705, -6.102 and 
-6.351, respectively. The T values also exhibit an irregular trend of variation with an 
increase in solute concentration. The decreasing trend of pseudo-gruneisen parameter 
with an increase in temperature may be due to a corresponding increase in the kinetic 
energy of molecules, which in turn, increases the thermal motion of solute molecules 
and disrupt the molecular association. 
CHAPTER-III 
Partial Molal Volumes and Partial 
Molal Isentropic Compressibilities of 
L-phenylalanine- / L-leucine- / L-
glutamic acid- / L-proline-2M Aqueous 
NaCl / 2M Aqueous NaN03 Systems 
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INTRODUCTION 
(jhe volumetric studies of solutions have been proved to be of great importance in 
understanding the interactions in solutions. The investigations of volumetric 
properties of amino acids and peptides provide valuable information that ultimately 
leads to a better understanding of the behavior of biomolecules. [226,229,375]. The 
volumetric and compressibility properties of amino acids reflect structural interactions 
with solvent systems. Amino acid and peptide molecules on dissolving in aqueous 
medium cause a decrease in the volume of water due to the contraction of water 
structure near the terminal groups of zwitterions and this contraction is termed as 
electrostriction [250]. > 
^ (The apparent molal volume and the apparent molal isentropic 
compressibility values are known to be sensitive to interactions between solute and 
solvent. The apparent molal volumes and apparent molal compressibilities at infinite 
dilution which are also known as partial molal volumes and partial molal isentropic 
compressibilities have been proven to be a very useful tool in elucidating the 
structural interactions (i.e., ion-ion, ion-solvent and solvent-solvent) occurring in 
solution. 1 
' I Partial molal volume provides an important information about solute-solvent 
interactions in a solution. Moreover, its temperature-dependence may be quite useful 
in characterizing the structural hydration effect, as the intrinsic volume of the solute 
is almost independent of temperature [323,376,377]^ A number of researchers studied 
the partial nlolar volume of amino acids and peptides in aqueous medium 
[27,245,258,323,378-381], in aqueous electrolytic systems [30,32,246,248,255,276-
278,281,302,304,305,307-311,382-388] as well as in organic solvents [38, 247, 249, 
274,303,388].) 
The partial molal isentropic compressibility is a measure of the resistance 
offered against compression, which the solute imparts towards the solvent and thus 
provides information about solute-solvent interactions in solutions [30,389]. A 
number of researchers have explored the partial molal isentropic compressibilities of 
aminoacids / peptidesin aqueousmedium [84,282,342,390-392], aqueous electrolytes 
[30,278,312,383,387,393-395] and organic solvent systems [84,380,396,397]. Some 
authors studied partial molal volumes and partial molal isentropic compressibilities to 
investigating the interactions of amino acids and peptides with salts such as NH4CI, 
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NaCI, KCI, Na2S04, KSCN, MgCb, CaCl2, KNO3 [30, 255, 277, 278, 280, 281, 304, 
305,308,382,384,386,387,398-402] which act as stabilizers / destabilizcrs. 
In this chapter, the partial molal volumes and partial molal isentropic 
compressibilities of L-phenylalanine, L-leucine, L-glutamic acid and L-proline in 2.0 
M aqueous NaCl and 2.0 M aqueous NaNOs solutions have been determined as 
functions of molal concentration of amino acids and temperature: (298.15, 303.15 , 
308.15 , 313.15 , 318.15, 323.15 and 328.15) K with a view to investigating the 
zwitterion-ion, zwitterion-water dipole, ion-water dipole and ion-ion interactions 
operative in the systems. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The apparent molal volumes of L-phenylalanine, L-leucine, L-glutamic acid 
and L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl and 2.0 M aqueous NaN03 solutions have been 
calculated using the experimentally determined density values of solutions and 
solvent employing the following relation, 
<l>, = (M/p) - {1000(p - po)/mppo} (3.1) 
where m is the molality (mol.kg") of the solution; M is the relative molar mass of 
solute (kg.mol''), and po and p are the densities (kg.mol'') of the solvent and solution, 
respectively. The computed apparent molal volumes of amino acids in 2.0 M 
aqueous NaCl/2.0 M aqueous NaN03 solution as functions of solute concentration 
and temperature: (298.15, 303.15, 308.15, 313.15, 318.15, 323.15 and 328.15) K 
have been given in the Table 3.1. The apparent molal volume values have been 
fitted to linear equation by least square method, 
<f>,^f,+S,m (3.2) 
where </>'[. is the apparent molal volume at infinite dilution, which is also referred to as 
the partial molal volume of the solute, Sy is the volumetric pair wise interaction 
coefficient values [403,404]. A few data points well outside the precision of the 
measurements, particularly in the low concentration range, have been ignored in 
fitting the data with the relevant equation. The plots of „^ versus m have been 
represented in Figs 3.1-3.8. The <^ " and S^, values are presented in the Table 3.2. The 
partial molal volumes of L-phenylalanine, L-leucine, L-glutamic acid and L-proline in 
16 
TABLE 3.1: Apparent molal volume values {(f)^ /lO ^  m^.mor') as functions of solute 
concentration and temperature 
m/ 
(mol.kg-') 298.15 303.15 
T/(K) 
308.15 313.15 318.15 323.15 328.15 
(i) L-phenylalanine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI solution 
0.0187 125.80 122.68 132.71 138.13 139.36 
0.0374 116.48 114.05 117.70 120.47 122.32 
0.0562 116.83 111.33 111.62 111.93 112.09 
0.0751 115.75 114.75 115.25 115.71 116.18 






















































































































0.1130 101.87 101.34 103.98 105.80 106.69 107.02 106.39 




















































































































(vi) L-glutamic acid in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOj solution 
0.0091 103.31 104.32 105.81 106.83 106.13 109.31 110.76 
0.0182 106.20 106.69 107.59 107.72 107.02 108.68 109.47 
0.0272 103.41 103.94 104.54 105.02 105.02 106.09 106.75 
0.0364 102.44 103.16 103.96 104.59 104.68 106.02 106.87 
0.0455 103.38 103.78 104.22 104.59 105.08 105.39 105.87 
0.0546 103.74 104.02 104.06 104.56 105.13 105.08 105.14 
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Fig. 3.1: Apparent molal volume values versus molal concentration of 
L-phenylalanine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl solution. 
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Fig. 3.2: Apparent molal volume values versus molal concentration of 
L-phenylalanine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl solution. 
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Fig. 3.3: Apparent molal volume values versus molal concentration of L-leucine 
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Fig. 3.4: Apparent molal volume values versus molal concentration of L-Ieucine 























Fig. 3.5: Apparent molal volume values versus molal concentration of 
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Fig. 3.6: Apparent molal volume values versus molal concentration of 
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Fig. 3.7: Apparent molal volume values versus molal concentration of 
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Fig. 3.8: Apparent molal volume values versus molal concentration of 
L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOs solution. 
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(i) L-phenylalanine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI solution 







































































313.15 109.21 -28.24 0.35 
318.15 111.68 -47.34 0.61 
323.15 107.87 -13.09 1.53 
328.15 108.68 -52.19 4.46 
(iv) L-leucine in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOs solution 
298.15 109.80 -39.79 1.09 
303.15 109.66 -32.76 1.38 
308.15 110.23 -32.17 1.27 
313.15 107.49 1.01 2.94 
318.15 108.92 -3.82 2.45 
323.15 109.13 9.24 3.70 
328.15 109.90 7.72 2.21 
(v) L-glutamic acid in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl solution 
298.15 93.14 -39.88 1.80 
303.15 92.77 -26.60 1.38 
308.15 92.84 4.20 1.08 
313.15 92.06 -1.47 0.56 
318.15 90.05 -16.32 0.41 
323.15 91.38 23.63 0.53 
328.15 91.24 58.96 0.98 
(vi) L-giutamic acid in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOj solution 
298.15 104.47 -22.87 1.36 

















































































2.0 M aqueous solution of NaCl and 2.0 M aqueous solution of NaNOs at each 
temperature of study is higher than the corresponding value in an aqueous medium. 
The ^" values of 2.0 M aqueous solutions of NaCl and NaNOa are positive at all 
temperatures of study, thereby showing the presence of strong solute-solvent 
interactions. The larger values of fl in 2.0 M aqueous solutions of NaCl and NaNOs 
than the values in aqueous medium may be ascribed to (1) ion-ion interactions 
between the Na^, CI" and NO3" ions of solute and zwitterionic (COO', NHs^) groups; 
(2) ion-non-polar group interactions occurring between ions of solute and the non 
polar group of amino acids, jhe observed <*" values have been found to be increased 
in the order: pro< glu < leu < phe, thereby increasing the trend of solute-solvent 
interactions. The electrostriction of water may occur at the charged end groups of 
zwitterions. The hydration spheres of COO' and NH3* may be afTected by the 
interactions of ions with zwitterionic end groups. The electrostriction of water may 
cause the release of water into bulk leading an increase in volimie. Edsall and 
Wymarm [405] reported that smaller ions produce larger electrostriction of solvent 
because of stronger electric field near the ions and hence cause increased orientation 
and compression effects. They also reported that the amino group causes more 
electrostriction than the carboxyl does. Electrostriction effect is hence responsible for 
strong interactions of NaCl and NaNOj with various amino acids in the studied 
systems resulting in increased volume and the positive values of ^" jhe increase in 
fv with an increase in temperature suggest the increase in interactions between NaCl 
and NaNOs and the zwitterionic centers of amino acids in all the systems which may 
be due to release of some solvent molecules from the loose solvation layers of the 
solutes in solution [30] and hence the reduction in the electrostriction of water caused 
by these ions. The increasing temperature favors the relaxing water molecules rather 
than binding to the charged end groups. 
The ^l values of L-phenylalanine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl and 2.0 M aqueous 
NaN03 solutions at 298.15 K have been found to be 124.31 and 123.81 cm^moP', 
respectively, while in an aqueous medium it has been reported [29,214,342] as 121.48 
cm^mol''. The ^" of phenylalanine in 0.5 m and 1.0 m aqueous Mg (CH3COO)2 at 
298.15 K has been reported [274,293,373] as (123.65±0.05), (124.62±0.05) cm^moJ' 
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', respectively. The ^"of phenylalanine in CHaCOONa solution at 298.15 K have 
been reported as (122.58+0.03) cm^mol''. The ^" of phenylalanine in 0.5 m, 1.0 m, 
2.0 m, 3.5 m, 5.0 m aqueous glycerol solutions at 298.15 K have been reported as 
(121.49±0.04), (119.94±0.03), (120.61 ±0.04), (121.59±0.03), (123.24±0.03) and 
(124.03±0.01) cm^mol'[373], respectively. 
The 4'1 of L-leucine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl and 2.0 M aqueous NaNOs 
solutions at 308.15 K have been found to be 108.41 and 109.80 cm^mol"', 
respectively, while in an aqueous medium it has been reported as 108.97 [29], 108.4 
cm^mol"' [280,406,407]. The <*" values of L-leucine in 1.0 m aqueous NaCl at 
298.15 K has been reported [384] as (108.40±0.38) cm^mol"', whereas in 6.0 m 
guanidine hydrochloride solution [31], it has been reported as (110.72±0.11) cm mol' 
'. The ^" values of L-leucine in 2.0 M aqueous KCI and 2.0 M aqueous KNO3 
solutions at 308.15 K have been found to be 111.72 and 113.13 K cm^mol"' , 
respectively [387]. The ^" of L-leucine in 0.1m, 0.5m, 1.0m, 1.5m aqueous ZnCh 
uti( 
moP' [406], respectively. 
sol ons at 308.15 K have been reported as 109.33, 111.7 , 111.00 and 111.91 cm^ 
The (f)'[, values of L-glutamic acid in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl and 2.0 M aqueous 
NaNOa solutions at 298.15 K have been found to be 93.14 and 104.47 cm^mol"', 
respectively, while in an aqueous medium it has been reported as 85.88 [214,342], 
89.0 [57] and 90.06 cm^mol'' [378], respectively. It has been reported in 1.0m 
aqueous sodium acetate, 1 .Om aqueous sodium propionate and 0.5m aqueous sodium 
butyrate at 298.15K as 94.15±0.02, 95.24±0.01 and 95.46±0.01 cmlmol'', 
respectively [197], whereas in l.Orn aqueous lithium acetate dehydrate, 1.0m aqueous 
magnesium acetate tetrahydrate and 1.0m aqueous calcium acetate at 298.15K as 
93.76±0.01, 95.08±0.01 and 94.57±0.01 cm^mol', respectively [408]. The ^" values 
of L-glutamic acid in 2.0 M aqueous KCI and 2.0 M aqueous KNO3 solutions at 
298.15 K have been found to be 123.82 and 91.85 cm^mol', respectively [402]. 
The ^" values of L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl and 2.0 M aqueous NaNOa 
solutions at 298.15 K have been found to be 85.64 and 87.04 cm^'mol', respectively, 
while in an aqueous medium it has been reported to be 82.83 cm^mol'' [214,342,409]. 
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The ^" values of L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous KCl and 2.0 M aqueous KNO3 solutions 
at 298.15 K have been reported as 91.58 and 89.56 cm^mol"', respectively [387]. The 
(^'[ values of L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous LiCI and 2.0 M aqueous NaCl solutions at 
298.15 K have been reported as 84.37 and 85.30 cm^mol"', respectively [278]. 
Franks et al [410] expressed the partial molal volume of non-electrolyte as a 
combination of the intrinsic volume, Vjnt, of the non-electrolyte and volume, Vs, due 
to its interactions with the solvent. The intrinsic volume consists of two type of 
volumes, one Vander Waals volume, Vyw, and other void or empty volume, Vyoid, 
Vim = Vvw+Vvoid (3.3) 
Shahid et al [411] modified this equation mainly for electrolytes and zwitterionic 
solutes to include the contribution of interactions of a non-electrolyte solute with 
solvent, 
f:=Vvw + Vvoid-nas (3.4) 
where os is the shrinkage in volume produced by the interactions of hydrogen 
bonding groups present in the solute with water molecules and n is the potential 
number of hydrogen bonding sites in the molecule. Partial molal volume can be 
expressed as, 
^ " = Vvw + Vvoid - Vshrinkage ( 3 . 5 ) 
Vvoid arises due to thermal motion and packing effect and Vshrinkage arises from 
interactions of the solute and solvent. The experimental slope, Sy, is a measure of 
solute-solute interactions. The trends of variation of Sv in both the solvents, 2.0 M 
aqueous NaCl and 2.0 M aqueous NaNOs solutions are irregular. The positive values 
of Sv predict strong solute-solute interactions whereas the negative values are 
assumed to be due to weak solute -solute interactions. 
The apparent molal isentropic compressibilities, (t)k, have been calculated using the 
relation, 
<j>, = [{1000(ks-ko)}/mA,] -ks<^ „ (3.6) 
where, m is the molality of the solution (mol-kg''), /?„ is the density of the solvent 
(kg-m"0; and ks(= l/(puO) and ko(= 1 //7„M„) are the isentropic compressibilities 
(m N ) of the solution and solvent, respectively. The computed values of ^^  of the 
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amino acids in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI and 2.0 M aqueous NaNOs systems as 
functions of solute concentration and temperature: (298.15, 303.15, 308.15, 313.15, 
318.15 323.15 and 328.15) K have been listed in the Table 3.3. The plots of <^^ 
versus solute concentration have been represented in Figs 3.9-3.16. The values of^ t^ 
have been fitted by least squares method to the equation, 
A = f, + Sfcm (3.7) 
where ^l is the apparent molal isentropic compressibility at infinite dilution, which is 
also referred to as the partial molal isentropic compressibility, and is a measure of 
solute-solvent interactions and Sk that of solute-solute interactions in the solution. 
The^Jj' and St values have been listed in Table 3.4. 
The partial molal isentropic compressibilities of L-phenylalanine in the 2.0 M 
aqueous NaCl and 2.0 M aqueous NaNOa solutions at 298.15 K have been found to be 
-5.311x10"" and -3.796x10'" bar''m^-mor', respectively. The ^l value of L-
phenylalanine in an aqueous medium at 298.15 K has been reported as -3.454x10'" 
bar~'m^-mor' [29,342]. The ^ '^ value of L-phenylalanine in 0.5 m aqueous glycerol 
solution at 298.15 K is reported as -3.467x10'" bar^'m^mof' [282]. The i^l value 
of L-phenylalanine in 1.0 m, 2.0 m, 3.5 m, 5.0 m aqueous glycerol solution at 298.15 
K have been reported as -2.865x10'", -2.157x10'", -1.510x10'", -0.967x10'", 
bar ' 'W-mor' [412]. 
The J^j' of L-leucine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl and 2.0 M aqueous NaNOs 
solutions at 298.15 K have been found to be -2.815x10'" and -3.272x10'" 
bar m -mol , respectively whereas in aqueous medium at 298.15 K it has been 
reported as -3.178x10'" bar 'm-^-mof' [342]. The f^ of L-Ieucine in 2.0 M aqueous 
KCl and 2.0 M aqueous KNO3 solutions at 298.15 K have been reported as -
2.075x10"" and -5.566x10"" bar^'m^mof', respectively [387]. The <^; values of L-
leucine in 1.0 m, 2.0 m, 3.5 m, 5.0 m aqueous glycerol solutions at 298.15 K have 
been reported as -2.618x10"", -2.037x10'", -1.564x10'" and -0.937x10'" 
bar"'m^-mor', respectively [412]. The ^^ ' value of L-Ieucine in 0.5m aqueous 
glycerol solution at 298.15 K is reported as -3.216x10'" bar^'m^mof' [387]. The ^'^ 
i30 
TABLE 3.3: Apparent molal isentropic compressibility values (<pj\0'^\ bar''.m^ 
mol"') as functions of solute concentration and temperature 
m/ 
(mol.kg-') 298.15 303.15 308.15 
T/(K) 
313.15 318.15 323.15 328.15 
(i) L-phenylalanine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl solution 
0.0187 -7.563 2.006 7.914 -6.052 -11.319 
0.0374 -2.032 -16.660 -0.304 -3.378 -8.734 
0.0562 -18.286 -20.101 -11.626 -11.415 -11.616 
0.0751 -9.555 -14.402 -11.847 -5.258 -12.726 






(ii) L-phenylalanine in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOa solution 
0.0180 8.752 24.516 23.297 -14.603 -17.479 
0.0362 -5.291 -5.540 3.716 -14.984 -22.359 
0.0543 -17.527 -19.984 -14.654 -30.605 -23.828 
0.0726 -16.885 -18.038 -14.604 -25.043 -22.963 
0.0909 -17.722 -22.487 -14.048 -19.809 -21.402 
0.1094 -15.430 -17.662 -12.882 -17.968 -18.369 
0.1280 -12.502 -19.504 -14.610 -18.238 -16.651 

















(iii) L-leucine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCi solution 
0.0186 -8.845 -6.919 -6.412 -4.561 
0.0374 -4.242 -2.940 -3.281 -1.652 
0.0562 -2.821 -2.051 -1.471 -1.056 
0.0750 -2.551 -1.957 -1.588 -6.675 

















0.1130 -2.678 -1.615 






































































(V) L-glutamic acid in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl solution 
0.0093 -3.0292 -2.666 -2.3324 -2.1026 -2.0454 -1.8189 -1.7396 
0.0186 -2.950 -2.6478 -2.3410 -2.2043 -2.244 -2.0052 -1.9256 
.2.577 -2.3265 -2.0291 -1.9230 -1.9738 -1.6283 -1.4438 
.2.664 -2.368 -2.0179 -1.8423 -1.7786 -1.4472 -1.2081 
0.0467 -2.4971 -2.2689 -1.9706 -1.8892 -1.9614 -1.601 -1.396 




(vi) L-glutamic acid in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOs solution 
-3.8826 -3.3350 -2.7822 -2.3132 -2.0595 -1.5720 -1.2497 
-4.0790 -3.3191 -2.6748 -2.2030 -1.9278 -1.5981 -1.4746 
-3.6902 -3.1678 -2.7084 -2.3077 -1.9828 -1.6722 -1.4385 
0.0364 -3.608 -3.1951 -2.7947 -2.4442 -2.1581 -1.8198 -1.5343 
-3.6430 -3.1366 -2.6887 -2.3043 -1.9686 -1.7014 -1.4812 
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m.mol.kg"' 
Fig. 3.9: Apparent molal isentropic compressibility values versus molal 
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Fig. 3.10: Apparent molal isentropic compressibility values versus molal 




























0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12 
m.mol.kg" 
Fig. 3.11: Apparent molal isentropic compressibility values versus molal 



















0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 
m.mol.kg^ 
0.10 0.12 0.14 0.16 
Fig. 3.12: Apparent molal isentropic compressibility values versus molal 
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Fig. 3.13: Apparent molal isentropic compressibility values versus molal 



















0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 
m.mol.kg"' 
0.05 0.06 
Fig. 3.14: Apparent molal isentropic compressibility values versus molal 

















1 1 1 1 r— 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
m.mol.kg^ 
—1 1 1 r-
1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 
Fig. 3.15: Apparent molal isentropic compressibility values versus molal 
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1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 
Fig. 3.16: Apparent molal isentropic compressibility values versus molal 
concentration of L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOs solution. 
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TABLE 3.4: Least-squares fit coefficients of equation ^^  = (j)",. + Skm at different 
temperatures 
T / ( K ) <^.xlO-", SkX 10" Ex 10" 
.-1 „ 3 1-2 -1 —3 ( bar-'.mlmol') ^ ^^^' ^ "lor .kg) ( bar' .m^mol") 
(i) L-phenylalanine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI solution 























































(iii) L-leucine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI solution 





































































(vi) L-glutamic acid in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOa solution 
298.15 -3.950 5.02 






































































































of L-glutamic acid in 2.0 M aqueous NaCi and 2.0 M aqueous NaNOs solutions at 
298.15 K have been found to be -3.083x10'" and -3.950x10'" (bar 'm^mof ' ) , 
respectively, whereas in aqueous medium at 298.15 K it has been reported as -
3.178x10'" bar ' 'm^mor ' [342]. The f^ of L- glutamic acid in the 2.0 M aqueous 
KCl and 2.0 M aqueous KNO3 solutions at 298.15 K have been found to be -
0.888x10'" and -0.893x10"" bar^'m^mof', respectively [402]. 
The (plof L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl and 2.0 M aqueous NaNOa 
solutions at 298.15 K have been found to be -2.75x10'" and -4.09x10'" 
bar~'m^mor', respectively, whereas in aqueous medium at 298.15 K it has been 
reported as -2.325x10'" bar^'m^mof' [342]. The f^ of L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous 
KCl and 2.0 M aqueous KNO3 solutions at 298.15 K have been found to be -
0.886x10"" and -0.777x10"" bar"'-m^-mor' [387], respectively. The negative values 
of partial molal isentropic compressibility of the investigated amino acids in 2.0 M 
aqueous NaCl and 2.0 M aqueous NaNOs indicate that the water molecules around the 
ionic charged end groups of amino acids are less compressible than the water 
molecules in the bulk solution [255,413,414]. The ^l is negative in all the systems 
studied except of L-glutamic acid and L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl solutions at 
328.15 K. The large negative values of <^l indicate the strong structural effects due to 
ion-solvent interactions. The negative values indicate the presence of solute-solvent 
interactions. The Sk exhibit both negative and positive values thus indicating the 
presence of solute-solute interactions in all the systems studied. The <j)l values of L-
phenylalanine, L-leucine, L-glutamic acid and L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl and 
2.0 M aqueous NaN03 solutions are higher or quite close than those of corresponding 
values in aqueous medium. These values apparently indicate a large ordering effect of 
solute molecules on 2.0 M aqueous NaCl and 2.0 M aqueous NaNOs solutions. A 
simple model can express the partial molal isentropic compressibility of the amino 
acid molecule as, 
^; = 01 (int) + f^ (elect) (3.8) 
where ^'l (int) is the intrinsic partial molal isentropic compressibility of the amino 
acid and ^"^ (elect) is the electrostriction partial molal isentropic compressibility due 
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to hydration of amino acid. The ^"^ (int) for the studied amino acids can be assumed 
to be as almost zero as the value of (^"^ (int) is expected to be very small [342]. Thus 
(f)'!^ may be considered to represent ^^ ' (elect). The reported ^J values for all studied 
amino acids in water are negative. The negative value of ^^ ' seems due to hydration 
of the charged centres of the amino acids, as the hydrated water appears to be less 
compressible than bulk water. The values of S^  for all the systems under study are 
found to be negative, which suggest the presence of essentially weak zwitterion-
zwitterion interactions in the systems. 
CHAPTER-IV 
Viscometric Studies of L-
phenylalanine-/ L-leucine-/ L-glutamic 
acid-/ L-proline - 2M Aqueous NaCl / 
2M Aqueous NaN03 Systems 
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INTRODUCTION 
The viscocity cofficient, a measure of transfer of linear momentum down a velocity 
gradient, depends on the spacing between imaginary layers of the liquid and on the 
extent of interactions between layers.[Viscosities of aqueous/mixed aqueous solutions 
provide information about the dynamic structure of the solutions. Viscometric studies 
have been used to study the protein unfolding process [415] and the extent of 
hydrophobic interactions of non-polar side chains [416]. The viscosities of amino 
acids / peptides-aqueous/mixed aqueous solutions depend on the relative magnitude 
of electrostriction caused by the polar end groups, structure-enforcing influence of 
the hydrophobic alkyl groups and the extent of interactions between the hydrophilic 
and hydrophobic groups.^ 
Structure making and breaking effects of a solute molecule can be determined 
by various parameters such as relative viscosity, specific viscosity and intrinsic 
viscosity which also provide an important information about size and state of 
solvation of molecules in the solution [417]. A number of authors have measured 
the viscosities of proteins, peptides and amino acids in aqueous 
[254,257,258,382,418], aqueous electrolytes [80,245,247,248,255,278,419], mixed 
aqueous solutions [94,260,261,420,421]; and pure and mixed organic solvent 
systems [213,247,249,250,262-264]. 
The viscosity data may also be analyzed in the light of Jones-Dole equation 
[273] in order to obtain the viscosity coefficients A and B, which proven to 
be usefiil coefficients in estimating the interactions operative in solutions. The 
Jones-Dole viscosity B-coefficient measures size and shape effects as well as the 
structural effects induced by solute-solvent interactions [422]. A number of 
researchers have determined the viscosity B-coefficients of amino acid and peptide 
molecules in aqueous medium [30,246,274,282,283,290,296], aqueous electrolytes 
[278,281,283-286,290] and organic solvent systems [249,263,282,284,288,289]. 
The degree of 'structure' of structural solvents viz., water appreciably affected by 
addition of a solute molecule having or not having a primary solvation sheath. A 
'structure building' solute lowers the average effective kinetic energy of the solvent 
molecules, which in turn, increases the viscosity of the solution and leads to higher 
B-coefficient values [407]. Solute molecule which disrupt the hydrogen bonded 
water aggregate structure in their vicinity and create a region of lower viscosity. 
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have lower B-coefficient value which causes an increase in the kinetic energy 
[294].The solute molecule which enforce water structure, e.g., by hydrophobic 
hydration, have relatively large B-coefficient which decreases as the temperature 
is increased [295]. Amino acids show both hydrophilic and hydrophobic behavior in 
interactions with solvents [423]. Hydrophobic side chains exert an ordering effect, 
whereas polar and ionic side chains of amino acid molecule exert a disordering 
effect on the solvent structure [424]. [The sign of dB/dT appears to be a more 
straightforward indicator of structure-breaking or -making ability than the sign or 
magnitude of the B-coefficient, The solute effects on solvent stmcture are 
temperature dependent. A positive dB / dT indicates a structure-breaking ion or 
molecule and a negative sign, a structure making oneTjA literature survey reveals 
that the viscometric investigations of amino acids have been reported in alkali 
chlorides [278], KSCN [275,284], NH4CI [281], urea [261], sodium butyrate [247], 
sodium acetate [248,283], tetra-n-alkylammonium bromide [401,408], caffeine [425], 
sodium caproate [271], MgCb [426], NaC6 [427], CaCb [382], magnesium acetate 
[286], tetramethyl ammonium iodide [428], Cu II nitrate, Ni II chloride [305], 
surfactant [320], methanol [429], D-glucose [430], potassium citrate salt solution 
[421], KNO3 [420,431], NaBr, KCl, KBr, MgCb and Na2S04 [253,432], NaCl, 
NaN03[433]. 
This chapter focuses on the measurements of viscosity coefficients of 
L-phenylalanine/L-leucine/L-glutamic acid/L-proline + 2.0 M aqueous NaCl/NaNOs 
systems as functions of molal concentration of amino acids and temperature at 
(298.15, 303.15, 308.15, 313.15, 318.15, 323.15 and 328.15) K. Using the viscosity 
data, the parameters relative viscosity, specific viscosity, intrinsic viscocity, B-
coefficient and its temperature derivative (dB/dT) have been evaluated. The trends 
of variation of experimental and computed parameters with variation in molal 
concentration of amino acid and temperature have been interpreted in terms of 
zwitterions-ions, zwitterions-water dipoles, ions-ions and ions-water dipoles 
interactions operative in the systems. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The experimentally measured viscosity values of L-phenylalanine / L-leucine / L-
glutamic acid / L-proline + 2.0 M aqueous NaCl / 2.0 M aqueous NaN03 systems as 
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fiinctions of amino acid concentration and temperature (298.15, 303.15, 308.15, 
313.15, 318.15, 323.15 and 328.15) K are listed in the Table 4.1. The plots of 
viscosity values with molal concentration of solute are presented in Figs 4.1-4.8. 
The viscosity values have been least-squares fitted to the following polynomial, 
r) = no+ ni "1 + 2^111^  (4.1) 
where T^O, TII, r|2; and m are the fitted coefficients and molal concentration of 
solutions, respectively. The fitted coefficients of the equation (4.1) have been given 
in the Table 4.2. A perusal of the Table 4.1 reveals that t] values increase with an 
increase in molal concentration of amino acids in all the systems under investigation. 
The viscosity coefficient values of 2.0 M aqueous NaCl and 2.0 M aqueous 
NaNOs solutions at 298.15 K are 10.850x10"^ and 10.364x10"* Pas whereas the 
reported viscocity coefficient of aqueous glycerol is 9.040x lO'^Pas [401] and that of 
0.5M aqueous caffeine is 9.681 xlO'^Pas [426]. The viscocity values of L-leucine in 
2.0 M aqueous NaCl and 2M aqueous NaNOs at 298.15 K are 10.933 and 10.509 
(lO'^Pas). The ^ values of L-leucine in 0.02m, 0.04m, 0.06m, 0.08m and 0.10m in 
aqueous glycerol at 298.15 K are reported as 0.8959, 0.9041, 0.9129, 0.9214 and 
0.9361 (lO'^Pa-s) [401], respectively, whereas the ^ values for 0.01m, 0.02m, 0.03m, 
0.04m and 0.05m solution for L-phenylalanine in aqueous caffeine at 298.15 K are 
9.175, 9.231, 9.327, 9.412 and 9.483 (I0"*Pa-s), respectively [426]. The viscosity 
value of 2.0 M aqueous NaCl solution (10.850x10"^ Pas) is larger than the value of 
2.0 M aqueous NaNOs solution (10.364x10"^ Pa-s) at T = 298.15 K. Similarly, the 
viscosity values of the investigated systems: amino acid + 2.0 M aqueous NaCl 
solutions are greater than the corresponding values of the amino acid + 2.0 M aqueous 
NaNOs solutions. The viscocity values of the systems (amino acid + 2.0 M aqueous 
NaCl / 2.0 M aqueous NaNOj) show increasing trends with an increasing 
concentration of amino acids in solutions. These trends may be attributed to an 
increase in the ion-zwitterion interactions: Na^/ C17 NO3-NH3V COO" with an 
increase in the number of amino acids molecules/ zwitterions in solutions which in 
turn, may cause more frictional resistance to the flow of solutions. The viscocity 
values of all the systems under investigation exhibit increasing trends of variation 
with an increase in temperature. An increase in temperature may increase the kinetic 
energy of molecules in solutions, which in turn may decrease the ion-ion (NaV CI"; 
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(iii) L-leucine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI solution 
0.0000 10.810 9.708 8.817 8.073 
0.0186 10.933 9.810 8.908 8.162 
0.0374 11.112 9.882 8.997 8.233 














0.0750 11.377 10.213 9.158 8.392 7.679 7.078 6.499 
0.0940 11.621 10.473 9.268 8.493 7.753 7.176 6.553 
0.1130 11.800 10.643 9.447 8.575 7.825 7.270 6.594 
(iv) L-leucine in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOa solution 
0.0000 10.352 9.359 8.514 7.774 7.166 6.559 6.044 
0.0182 10.509 9.554 8.592 7.879 7.208 6.624 6.132 
0.0364 10.623 9.683 8.711 7.969 7.332 6.703 6.202 
0.0547 10.716 9.774 8.804 8.049 7.411 6.763 6.280 
0.0731 10.805 9.854 8.843 8.127 7.481 6.797 6.323 
0.0915 10.906 9.971 8.951 8.182 7.545 6.852 6.378 
0.1101 10.990 10.056 9.062 8.283 7.619 6.898 6.422 
0.1287 11.078 10.125 9.166 8.369 7.704 6.955 6.479 
0.1474 11.179 10.234 9.283 8.458 7.802 7.033 6.531 

























































(vi) L-glutamic acid in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOa solution 








































































































































































































Fig. 4.1: Viscocity values versus molal concentration of L-phenylalanine in 











Fig. 4.2: Viscocity values versus molal concentration of L-phenylalanine in 
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m, mol.kg"^  
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Fig. 4.3: Viscocity values versus molal concentration of L-leucine in 2.0 M 
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Fig. 4.4: Viscocity values versus molal concentration of L-leucine in 2.0 M 
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Fig. 4.5: Viscocity values versus molal concentration of L-glutamic acid in 2.0 M 




























0.04 0.05 0.06 
Fig. 4.6: Viscocity values versus molal concentration of L-glutamic acid in 2.0 M 
aqueous NaNOa solution 
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m, mol.kg"' 
Fig. 4.7: Viscocity values versus molal concentration of L-proline in 2.0 M 
aqueous NaCl solution. 
m, mol.kg"^ 
Fig. 4.8: Viscocity values versus molal concentration of L-proline in 2.0 M 
aqueous NaNOa solution. 
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TABLE 4.2: Least- square fit cofficients of the viscosity equation, r\ = rio+ Tiim+ 
r|2m as a function of molal concentration of amino acid at different temperatures. 
T/(K) 
Tlo/ 
(Nm'-s) (Nm--s)/(molkg') (Nm"-syCmoIkg"')^ 
a,n|XlO^ 

























































































































































































































(vii) L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI solution 
298.15 10.7567 3.7708 0.4283 13.3 
303.15 9.6309 3.5982 0.2449 11.3 



























































Na^-NOj') and zwitterion-ion (COO'-Na^ -NH^^-Cl'/NOs') and zwilterion- zwitterion 
interactions. Noguchi [434] reported that an increase in temperature causes a decrease 
in hydrogen-bonded hydration water of glucose, dextran, etc. The decrease in 
hydrogen- bonded hydration water in turn, results a decrease in specific volume and 
therefore a decrease in intrinsic viscosity. Kharat [435] has reported the similar trends 
of variation of viscosity values of sodium acetate in aqueous medium with an 
increase in temperature. 
The relative viscosity [254,436,437] and specific viscosity [438] values 
have been computed by employing the following relations using the viscosity data 
of solvent and solution, 
rir = — ( 4 . 2 ) 
^<> 
Tlsp= ^ ^ = ^ (4.3) 
The computed values of relative and specific viscocity have been listed in the Tables 
4.3 and 4.4, respectively. The r|r values increase with an increase in molal 
concentration of amino acids in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl and 2.0 M aqueous NaNOs 
solutions but these values do not exhibit regular trends of variation with an increase in 
temperature in the systems under investigation (Figs 4.9-4.16). The increasing trends 
of T|r values with an increase in solute concentration may be ascribed to an increase in 
the ion-ion (Na^ -CI", Na^-NOa') and zwitterion (-COO" -Na^ -NHs^ -C17 NO3') 
interactions in solutions. 
The viscosity data have been fitted to the Jones-Dole [273] equation of the 
form 
Tlr ^ Ti / no =1 +Am''VBm (4.4) 
where r|r is the relative viscocity of the solution, m is the molal concentration of 
solution; r\ and T^O are the viscosities of solution and the solvent, respectively. A, the 
Falkenhagen coefficient, represents the solute-solute interactions associated with the 
size and shape of solute and B is a measure of structural modifications induced by the 
solute- solvent interactions in solutions [439,440]. The values of A and B-coefficients 
alongwith the standard deviations of linear regression have been listed in the Tables 
4.5 and 4.6, respectively. The B-coefilcient values of the amino acids reflect the net 
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TABLE 4.3: Relative viscosity values as functions of solute concentration and 
temperature. 
m/ 
(mol.kg') 298.15 303.15 308.15 
T/(K) 
313.15 318.15 323.15 328.15 
(i) L-phenylalanine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI solution 
0.0187 1.017 1.019 1.018 1.013 1.011 
0.0374 1.036 1.037 1.030 1.024 1.021 
0.0562 1.051 1.047 1.042 1.036 1.032 
0.0751 1.074 1.074 1.051 1.050 1.042 












































































(iii) L- leucine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI solution 
0.0186 1.011 1.011 1.010 1.011 
0.0374 1.028 1.018 1.020 1.020 
0.0562 1.032 1.034 1.030 1.028 
0.0750 1.052 1.052 1.039 1.040 

















0.1130 1.092 1.096 1.071 1.062 1.062 1.080 1.056 
(iv) L-Ieucine in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOj solution 

































































































































































(vii) L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI solution 




















































2.0 M aqueous NaNOa solution 







































































TABLE 4.4: Specific viscosity values (rispXlO ) as functions of solute concentration 
and temperature 
m/ 
(moLkg-') 298.15 303.15 308.15 
T/(K) 
313.15 318.15 323.15 328.15 
(i) L-phenylalanine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI solution 
0.0187 1.707 1.854 1.819 1.321 1.080 1.168 1.550 
0.0374 3.577 3.747 3.010 2.391 2.111 2.267 2.167 
0.0562 5.118 4.743 4.210 3.590 3.173 3.657 3.650 
0.0751 7.371 7.405 5.060 5.044 4.162 5.348 4.920 
0.0941 10.934 10.812 6.127 6.195 5.396 6.284 5.364 

































































(iii) L-Ieucine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl solution 
0.0186 1.134 1.048 1.028 1.103 
0.0374 2.791 1.792 2.023 1.983 
0.0562 3.167 3.438 3.025 2.834 
0.0750 5.249 5.197 3.859 3.958 

















0.1130 9.156 9.635 7.141 6.225 6.189 8.038 5.629 




































































































































































(vii) L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI solution 
0.1893 5.228 5.099 5.765 5.482 5.337 5.114 5.344 
0.3854 12.651 12.287 12.055 12.068 11-382 11.713 11.574 
0.5881 20.494 19.995 20.085 20.104 18.403 18.112 20.332 
0.7988 30.187 29.603 30.127 27.713 27.433 26.145 25.760 
1.0166 37.001 40.175 35.852 33.644 32.375 34.361 33.975 
1.2426 50.417 49.031 47.415 45.180 45.089 42.651 41.889 
1.4782 
59.359 58.952 56.651 53.615 53.730 50.408 50.519 
1.7234 70.019 68.766 67.095 63.357 61.590 59.331 57.520 
(viii) L-proIine in 2.0 M aqueous N a N O j solution 
0.1841 7.058 6.232 7.223 6.474 7.353 6.521 6.701 
0.3748 14.283 13.718 12.922 12.419 12.531 11.676 12.281 
0.5725 21.813 20.923 19.929 19.225 18.630 18.066 18.575 
29.774 28.098 27.196 26.865 25.594 24.938 24.906 
38.405 36.669 35.345 34.549 33.882 32.730 32.711 
48.893 46.307 43.696 43.150 41.648 40.361 40.633 
59.507 57.045 54.946 52.902 52.539 49.280 49.628 
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Fig. 4.9: Specific viscosity values versus molal concentration of L-phenylalanine 



















Fig. 4.10: Specific viscosity values versus molal concentration of L-phenylalanine 
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Fig. 4.11: Specific viscosity values versus molal concentration of L-leucine in 
2.0 M aqueous NaCl solution. 
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Fig. 4.12: Specific viscosity values versus molal concentration of L-leucine in 
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Fig. 4.13: Specific viscosity values versus molal concentration of L-glutamic acid 
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Fig. 4.14: Specific viscosity values versus molal concentration of L-glutamic acid 
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Fig. 4.15: Specific viscosity values versus molal concentration of L-proIine in 
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Fig. 4.16: Specific viscosity values versus molal concentration of L-proline in 
2.0 M aqueous NaNOa solution. 
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TABLE 4.5: Viscocity A-coefficient values of amino acids in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl 



































































































































TABLE 4.6: Viscocity B-coefficient (molai''^ '^ ) values for amino acids in 2.0 M 













































































































































structural effects of the charged end groups (NHs^ COO^ and the hydrophobic 
(-CH2) groups on the solvent. The contribution of CH2 groups in B-coefficient 
values vary with the number of carbon atoms in their alkyl chain at a given 
temperature. These two effects can be separated by noting the linear relationship 
[296,439,441] of B-coefficient with the number of carbon atoms. He, 
B= B (NH3*,COO ~) + ncB (CH2) 
A close perusal of data listed in Table 4.6 indicate that the B-coefficient values of 
L-phenylalanine, L-leucine, L-glutamic acid and L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl and 
2.0 M aqueous NaNOa solutions are positive at all amino acid concentrations as 
well as at all temperatures of study. 
The viscocity B-coefficient values of L-phenylalanine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI 
solution and 2.0 M aqueous NaNOs solution at 298.15 K are 1.2390 and 0.9064 
(dm^mol''), respectively, while in aqueous medium it has been reported as 0.585 
[442] and 0.580 (dm''- mol"') [248,443], respectively. It has been reported as 0.598, 
0.600, 0.603 and 0.601 (dm^- mol'') in 0.5m, 1.0m, 2.0m and 4.0m aqueous sodium 
acetate, solutions respectively, at 298.15 K [248]. The viscocity B-coefficient values 
of L-phenylalanine in 0.5m, 1.0m, 2.0m, 3.5m and 5.0m aqueous glycerol solutions 
are reported as 0.625, 0.646, 0.693, 0.716 and 0.679 (dm^- mol"'), respectively[443]. 
The viscocity B-coefficient values of L-leucine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl and 
2.0 M aqueous NaNOs solutions at 298.15 K are 0.9239 and 0.3710 (dm^-mol"'), 
respectively, whereas in aqueous medium, it has been reported as 0.576 [248], 0.537 
[248] and 0.533 [443] (dm^mol'). The viscocity B-coefficient values of L-leucine in 
0.5m, 1.0m, 2.0m and 4.0m aqueous sodium acetate solutions at 298.15 K [248] are 
0.543, 0.545, 0.551, 0.552 and 0.556 (dm^-mol"'), respectively; and in 0.5m, 1.0m, 
2.0m, 3.5m and 5.0m aqueous glycerol solutions, the values are 0.606, 0.619, 0.668, 
0.689 and 0.671 (dm mol"), respectively [248]. The viscocity B-coefficient value of 
L-leucine in 2.0M aqueous n-propanol solution is reported as 0.428±0.007dm^-mor' 
at 298.15 K [443]. The viscocity B-coefficient value of L-leucine in 1.5 M aqueous 
solution of magnesium acetate has been reported as 0.282±0.006 (dm^mol"') at 
298.15 K [286]. The viscocity B-coefficient values of L-glutamic acid in 2.0 M 
aqueous NaCl and 2.0 M aqueous NaNOj solutions at 298.15 K are 0.5186 and 
0.6284 (dm^mol"'), respectively, while it has been reported as [444] 0.29 (dm"^mor') 
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at 298.15 K in aqueous medium. The viscocity B-coefficient values of L-glutamic 
acid in 2.0 M aqueous KCl and 2.0 M aqueous K.NO3 solutions at 298.15 K are 0.537 
and 0.516 (dm^mor'), respectively [432]. 
The viscocity B-coefficient values of L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI and 
2.0 M aqueous NaNOs solutions at 298.15 K are 0.4755 and 0.4442 (dm^mol''), 
respectively while in aqueous medium it is reported as 0.268 (dm^'mol'') [444]. The 
viscocity B-coeflficient values of L-proline at 298.15 K have been reported as 0.285 
and 0.277 (dm^mor') in 0.10 m aqueous potassium thiocyanate [284] and methanol, 
respectively [76]. The positive values of L-phenylalanine, L-leucine, L-glutamic 
acid and L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl and 2.0 M aqueous NaNOa solutions 
indicate a strong alignment of zwitterions with ions / water dipoles. The viscocity B-
coefficient values of L-phenylalanine, L-Ieucine, L-glutamic acid and L-proline in 2.0 
M aqueous NaCl and 2.0 M aqueous NaNOs solutions are higher than the 
corresponding values in water. The observed higher B-coefficient values of 
L-phenylalanine, L-leucine, L-glutamic acid and L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl 
and 2.0 M aqueous NaNOs solutions than those in aqueous medium may be attributed 
to Na^-Cr, Na^-NOs' and COO" -Na ,^-NH3^-C17 NOs' interactions in solutions. 
The temperature derivatives of B-coefficient values (dB/dT) have also been 
calculated and listed in the Table 4.6. The positive B-coeflficients alongwith positive 
(dB/dT) values of L-glutamic acid in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOs solutions indicate the 
structure breaking nature of the solute in the solution. The positive B-coefficients 
alongwith negative (dB/dT) values of L-glutamic acid in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl and 
of L-phenylalanine, L-leucine and L-proline in both 2.0 M aqueous NaCl and 2.0 M 
aqueous NaNOs solutions indicate the structure making nature of these molecules 
in the solutions. The structure breaking tendency of the solute may be attributed to 
the domination effect of polar part on the apolair part of the solutes on solutions. 
On the other hand, the structure making tendency of the solutes may be ascribed to 
the domination effect of apolar part on the polar part of the solutes on solutions. 
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TABLE Al: Thermal expansion coefficient values (ai/IO"^, K" ) as functions of 
solute concentration and temperature. 
m/ 
(mol.kg-') 298.15 303.15 308.15 
T/(K) 
313.15 318.15 323.15 328.15 


























































































































(iii) L- leucine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI solution 
0.0000 4.059 4.065 4.072 4.081 
0.0186 4.287 4.295 4.303 4.312 
0.0374 4.244 4.252 4.261 4.270 








































































































































































(vi) L-glutamic acid in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOa solution 
0.0000 4.973 4.983 4.994 5.007 5.020 5.035 5.052 




































































































































































































298.15 303.15 308.15 313.15 318.15 323.15 328.15 
(i) L-phenylalanine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI solution 
0.0000 0.12500 0.12499 0.12499 0.12500 0.12508 0.12517 0.12528 
0.0187 0.12492 0.12492 0.12493 0.12494 0.12501 0.12510 0.12523 
0.0374 0.12482 0.12481 0.12484 0.12486 0.12493 0.12503 0.12514 
0.0562 0.12473 0.12471 0.12473 0.12475 0.12481 0.12490 0.12503 
0.0751 0.12468 0.12465 0.12465 0.12470 0.12474 0.12486 0.12498 
0.0941 0.12462 0.12460 0.12459 0.12463 0.12469 0.12480 0.12494 
(ii) L-phenylalanine in 2.0 M aqueous N a N O j solution 
0.0000 0.12355 0.12355 0.12362 0.12372 0.12383 0.12394 0.12410 
0.0180 0.12350 0.12352 0.12359 0.12366 0.12376 0.12387 0.12400 
0.0362 0.12342 0.12343 0.12351 0.12358 0.12367 0.12377 0.12391 
0.0543 0.12330 0.12329 0.12337 0.12344 0.12356 0.12368 0.12384 
0.0726 0.12321 0.12321 0.12329 0.12336 0.12347 0.12359 0.12373 
0.0909 0.12312 0.12310 0.12321 0.12329 0.12338 0.12350 0.12363 
0.1094 0.12306 0.12305 0.12314 0.12322 0.12332 0.12345 0.12361 
0.1280 0.12300 0.12296 0.12305 0.12313 0.12324 0.12336 0.12352 
0.1465 0.12287 0.12284 0.12293 0.12302 0.12313 0.12326 0.12343 
(iii) L-leucine in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI solution 
0.0000 1.25022 1.24992 1.24975 1.24987 1.25060 1.25155 1.25287 
0.0186 1.24882 1.24876 1.24869 .1.24900 1.24978 1.25072 1.25195 
0.0374 1.24836 1.24840 1.24824 1.24866 1.24926 1.25013 1.25130 
0.0562 1.24783 1.24791 1.24803 1.24832 1.24904 1.24998 1.25099 
195 
0.0750 1.24713 1.24724 1.24734 1.24783 1.24841 1.24930 1.25031 
0.0940 1.24628 1.24635 1.24668 1.24710 1.24755 1.24842 1.24961 
0.1130 1.24560 1.24599 1.24608 1.24669 1.24721 1.24816 1.24937 
(iv) L-leucine in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOa solution 
0.0000 1.23965 1.23968 1.24027 1.24120 1.24213 1.24302 1.24426 
0.0182 1.23886 1.23884 1.23898 1.23981 1.24086 1.24228 1.24387 
0.0364 1.23824 1.23838 1.23856 1.23949 1.24063 1.24206 1.24360 
0.0547 1.23750 1.23778 1.23838 1.23916 1.24039 1.24181 1.24333 
0.0731 1.23734 1.23764 1.23821 1.23905 1.24021 1.24159 1.24325 
0.0915 1.23661 1.23736 1.23772 1.23873 1.23973 1.24109 1.24261 
0.1101 1.23625 1.23688 1.23720 1.23812 1.23936 1.24069 1.24229 
0.1287 1.23549 1.23596 1.23647 1.23735 1.23856 1.23987 1.24158 
0.1474 1.23502 1.23539 1.23598 1.23711 1.23821 1.23975 1.24116 
(v) L-glutamic acid in 2.0 M aqueous NaCI solution 
0.0000 1.24996 1.24989 1.24987 1.25013 1.25091 1.25187 1.25295 
0.0093 1.24951 1.24959 1.24970 1.24981 1.25065 1.25142 1.25255 
0.0186 1.24908 1.24889 1.24908 1.24915 1.25001 1.25092 1.25212 
0.0280 1.24853 1.24845 1.24868 1.24880 1.24963 1.25052 1.25169 
0.0373 1.24828 1.24820 1.24842 1.24860 1.24929 1.25022 1.25135 
0.0467 1.24795 1.24785 1.24802 1.24822 1.24891 1.24990 1.25102 
0.0561 1.24738 1.24734 1.24745 1.24763 1.24833 1.24939 1.25046 
(vi) L-glutamic acid in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOa solution 
0.0000 1.23978 1.23962 1.24013 1.24109 1.24204 1.24309 1.24454 
0.0091 1.23917 1.23915 1.23978 1.24085 1.24195 1.24336 1.24507 
0.0182 1.23906 1.23913 1.23978 1.24073 1.24166 1.24265 1.24405 
196 
0.0272 1.23798 1.23817 1.23898 1.23996 1.24108 1.24230 1.24387 
0.0364 1.23785 1.23778 1.23831 1.23927 1.24028 1.24137 1.24275 
0.0455 1.23704 1.23698 1.23736 1.23832 1.23926 1.24040 1.24182 
0.0546 1.23623 1.23627 1.23676 1.23770 1.23881 1.24042 1.24222 
(vii) L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl solution 
0.0000 1.24993 1.24986 1.24988 1.25012 1.25091 1.25187 1.25295 
0.1893 1.24508 1.24523 1.24538 1.24600 1.24660 1.24737 1.24816 
0.3854 1.24048 1.24051 1.24071 1.24098 1.24177 1.24272 1.24374 
0.5881 1.23486 1.23507 1.23533 1.23598 1.23683 1.23799 1.23911 
0.7988 1.22996 1.23026 1.23007 1.23135 1.23245 1.23341 1.23471 
1.0166 1.22469 1.22508 1.22576 1.22659 1.22772 1.22909 1.23039 
1.2426 1.21986 1.22043 1.22103 1.22177 1.22283 1.22405 1.22530 
1.4782 1.21559 1.21637 1.21715 1.21794 1.21892 1.22008 1.22100 
1.7234 1.21125 1.21187 1.21278 1.21350 1.21449 1.21565 1.21682 
(viii) L-proline in 2.0 M aqueous NaNOa solution 
0.0000 1.23893 1.23914 1.23990 1.24102 1.24205 1.24307 1.24441 
0.1841 1.23430 1.23462 1.23517 1.23597 1.23738 1.23878 1.24036 
0.3748 1.22966 1.23023 1.23104 1.23210 1.23335 1.23467 1.23594 
0.5725 1.22514 1.22577 1.22637 1.22729 1.22860 1.22969 1.23096 
0.7773 1.22058 1.22113 1.22186 1.22281 1.22405 1.22546 1.22688 
0.9898 1.21611 1.21664 1.21736 1.21823 1.21954 1.22080 1.22212 
1.2110 1.21201 1.21270 1.21352 1.21444 1.21557 1.21679 1.21797 
1.4404 1.20796 1.20869 1.20939 1.21030 1.21155 1.21281 1.21409 
1.6789 1.20391 1.20453 1.20544 1.20631 1.20749 1.20881 1.21017 
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Ultrasonic Velocities and Densities of L-Phenylalanine, L-Leucine, L-Glutamic 
Acid, and L-Proline + 2 niol*L"' Aqueous NaCI and 2 mohL ' Aqueous NaNOj 
Solutions from (298.15 to 328.15) K 
Kiyazuddeen'*' and Sadaf Afrin 
Department of Chemistry, Allgarh Muslim University, Aligarli 202002, U.P., India 
Ultrasonic velocity and density values of i.-phenylalaninc, i.-leucinc, i,-glutamic acid, and i.-proline + 2 
mol"L~' aqueous NaCl and 2 mol-L"' aqueous NaNO? solutions have been measured for several molal 
concentrations of amino acids at different temperatures from T = (298.15 to 328.15) K. The isentropic 
compressibility values (K^) have been computed using the ultra.sonic velocity and density data. The (c, values 
decrease with an increase in the molal concentration of amino acids as well as with temperature. The trends 
of variation of /c, with the variation in molal concentration ol amino acids as well as with temperature have 
been discussed in terms of various interactions operative in solutions. 
Introduction 
i.-a-Amino acids arc involved in many biological proces.scs 
in the human body like transmission, decarboxylation, and 
metabolism. They also participate in intracellular metabolism 
and operate specific transport systems of the plasma membrane.' 
TTie effects of salts on the structure and function of proteins 
and nucleic acids in terms of their structure-making or bnsaking 
property have been studied by number of authors.'"' The study 
of salt—protein interactions provides an important insight into 
the conformational stability and unfolding behavior of globular 
proteins. One approach that reduces the degree of complexity 
in the study of salt—protein interactions and requires less 
complex measurement techniques is to study the interactions 
of protein model compounds, amino acids, and peptides in the 
salt solutions.''"" The ultrasonic velocity and its derived 
parameter isentropic compressibility are sensitive to structural 
changes that occur in solutions and to intemiolccular or 
interionic interactions in solutions.'^""^ 
The present work reports the ultrasonic velocity (u) and 
density (p) values of the amino acids: L-phenylalanine, L-lcucinc, 
i.-glutamic acid, and i,-prolinc in 2 mol-L"' aqueous NaCI and 
2 mol'L"' aqueous NaNOi solutions as functions of amino acid 
concentration and tcmpwraturcs of (298.15, 303.15. 308.15, 
313.15, 318.1.5, 323.15, and 328.15) K. The isentropic com-
pressibility values have been computed using the ultrasonic 
velocity and density data. The trends of variation of experimental 
and computed parameters with the variation in molal concentra-
tion of solute and temperature have been di.scussed in terms of 
various interactions operative in solutions. 
Materials and Methods 
The amino acids L-phcnylalanine, L-leucinc, i,-glutamic acid, 
and i,-prolinc, and the salts .sodium chloride and .sodium nitrate 
with minimum ma.ss fraction purities of 0.99 used in this study 
were purcha.sed from SRL (India) and E. Merck (India), 
respectively. The amino acids were rccrystallized twice in 
(ethanol -I- water) mixtures, dried at 383.15 K, and kept in a 
'Corresponding author. K-miiil: rzKGTcdifrmail.com. Phone: 4-')l 571 
27().VSI5. 
vacuum desiccator over P2O5 for at least 72 h before use to 
remove traces of water. The salts were rccrystallized twice in 
triply distilled water, dried at 423.15 K for at least 3 h, and 
then kept over PiOj in a vacuum desiccator at room temperature 
for u minimum of 48 h prior to their use. Stock solutions of 2 
mol'L"' aqueous NaCI and 2 mol-L"' aqueous NaNO.i were 
prepared using triply distilled water with a specific conductance 
less than 18* lO"* i2~'-cm"' and were u.sed as solvents for the 
preparation of amino acid .solutions of different molal concen-
trations. All .solutions were .stored in special airtight bottles to 
minimize the absorption of atmospheric moisture and carbon 
dioxide. 
An ultrasonic interferometer (Mittal's model: M-77, India) 
based on the variable-path principle was used for the measure-
ment of ultrasonic veUxrity at a frequency or4 MHz at different 
temperatures using a method described elsewhere.""* Water 
from an ultrathermostat (type U-10) was circulated through the 
brass jacket surrounding the cell and the quartz crystal. The 
jacket was well-insulated, and the temperature of the solution 
under study was maintained to an accuracy of ± 0.01°. An 
average of 10 readings was taken as a tinal value of ultrasonic 
velocity. The thcrmostatled water bath used for measurements 
of ultrasonic velocity and the thermostaited paraflin bath used 
for measurements of density were maintained at a desired 
temperature (± 0.01 K) for about 30 min prior to recording of 
readings at each tem|x;ralurc of study to minimize thermal 
fluctuations. 
The densities of amino acid solutions were measured using 
a pycnometer by a method described elsewhere.' ' '" All mass 
quantities were corrected for buoyancy. The marks on the 
capillary were calibrated with water. The densities of wafer at 
different required temperatures were taken from literature for 
calibration purposes.''' Several very close readings of density 
calculated at each temperature were averaged. 
The uncertainties in measurements of the ultrasonic velocity'" 
and density''' values were ascertained by comparing the 
experimental values with corresponding literature values at 
different temperatures for water. The uncertainties in the 
ultrasonic velocity, density, and molal concentration values have 
IO.I()2l/je9(K)<X)9s © 2010 American Chemical Society 
Publi-ihed on Web O.V.I 1/2010 
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Table I. Ultrasonic Velocities, u, as Functions or Solute Concentration, m, and Temperature, T 
m 
































































































































































































T/K = ,108.15 
ii/im-s ') 
r/K = 313.15 
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Y/K = ,108.15 
.o-IO V(kg-m ') 
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been found to be within 0.5 n r s ', 2.0-10 •* g-cm \ and 
1.0" iO"'' mol'kg"', respectively. 
Results and Discussion 
The niea.sured ultrasonic velocity and density values ol" 
(.-phenylalanine, t-leucinc, i.-glutamic acid, and i.-prolinc + 2 
mol-L"' aqueous NaCl/2 mol-L"' aqueous NaNOj systems as 
functions of molal concentration of amino acid and temperatures 
of(298.l5, 303.15, 308.15, 313.15, 318.15, 323.15, and .128.15) 
K are listed in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. The density values 
for the systems investigated increase with an increa.se in molal 
concentration of amino acid as well as with temperature. The 
ultrasonic velocity values exhibit an increasing trend with an 
increase in the molality of amino acids in the 2 mol-L"' aque-
ous NaCI and 2 mol'L"' aqueous NaNOi solutions and 
in temperature in all of the systems under investigation. 
The increase in ultrasonic velocity values of i,-phenylalanine, 
L-leucine, L-glutamic acid, and L-proline + 2 niol*L~' aqueous 
NaCI/2 mol'L"' aqueous NaNOi solutions may be attributed 
to the overall increase of cohesion brought about by the 
.solute—.solute, solute—.solvent, and .solvent—.solvent interactions 
in solutions. The amino acid molecule cxi.sts as a zwitterion in 
neutral solution. Amino acid molccules/zwitterions may occupy 
the cavities of water clusters leading to the formation of denser 
structure of electrolyte solution.''' Kirkwood"*" developed a 
theory based on electrostatic attraction between ions and 
zwitterions. Similar trends of variation of ultrasonic velocity 
with an increase in concentration of solute have been reported 
by other authors.'^"'^" The interactions between the ions and 
the charged end groups of zwitterions ( - N H / , —COO") may 
influence the hydration cosphere of amino acids. 
The i.scntropic compressibility"'' is given by the Newton-
Laplace expression: 
K^ = l/pW (I) 
The isentropic compressibility values of i.-phenylalaninc, i.-
Icucine, L-glutamic acid, and i.-prolinc in 2 mol*L~' aqueous 
NaCI and 2 mol*L"' aqueous NaNOj solutions as functions of 
amino acid concentration and temperature have been listed in 
Table 3. The ic^ values of 2 mol'L"' aqueous NaCI and 2 
mol'L*' aqueous NaNOj solutions at 298.15 K have been found 
to be 35.71-IO-"and 36.22-10"" (m'-N"'), respectively, 
whereas the corresponding literature value for water is 
44.10-10-" m--N-'.'" The lesser K, values of 2 mol-L"' 
aqueous NaCI and 2 mol-L"' aqueous NaNOi than that of water 
may be a.scribed to (i) an introduction of incompressible Na^, 
C r , artd NO.r ions into water and (ii) the changes occurring 
in the structure of water clusters around the ions. According to 
the Kirkwood model, the addition of NaCI and NaNOt into 
water may coordinate the hydration spheres of the .sodium ions 
with those of the carboxylale end groups and those of chloride 
ions and nitrate ions with ammonium end groups of zwitterions. 
The ion—zwitterion interactions may cause the relaxation of 
water molecules to the bulk state. An increase in the amount of 
amino acid in a solution causes an increase in elcctrostriction, 
which in turn decreases the isentropic compressibility of 
.solution. The <f, values of 2 mol - L~' aqueous solution of NaCI 
(35.71-10"" m - N - ' at 298.15 K) and 2 mol-L""' aqueous 
solution of NaNO., (36.22-10"" m--N"' at 298.15 K) arc 
smaller than the K^ values of 1.5 mol-L"' aqueous .solution of 
NaCI (.37.47-10"" m'-N"') and 1.5 mol-L"' aqueous .solution 
of NaNO, (.37.76-10'" m'-N"') at 298.15 K, respectively.'' 
TTie smaller *•. value of 2 mol-L"' aqueous NaCI .solution 
(.35.71-10" m--N"') than that of 2 mol-L ' aqueous NaNO, 
solution (36.22-10"" nr-N"') at 298.15 K is due to .smaller 
size of C r than NO,".^''^" The decrease in isentropic comprcss-
ibilily with an incrca.se in lenipcraiure may be a.scribed to 
changes occurring in the structure of water clu.stcrs around 
zwitterions and ions (Na', CI", and N O D . " " ' " The thennal 
rupture of water clusters with an incrca.se in temperature may 
bring smaller aggregates of water close to each other. However, 
the temperature coefficient of isentropic compressibility of pure 
water becomes zero at 64 °C.-" The peculiar structure of water 
seems to be responsible for this anomalous behavior.'^ 
Conclusions 
The ultrasonic velocity values of i,-phenylalanine, L-lcucine, 
i.-glutamic acid, and i.-prolinc + 2 mol-L"' aqueous NaCI and 
2 mol-L"' aqueous NaNO, solutions increase with an increase 
in the molality of the amino acid as well as temperature from 
T = (298.15 to 328.15) K. The density values increase with an 
increase in the molality of the amino acid and decrea.se with an 
increase in temperature for the systems under investigation. Tlic 
isentropic compressibilities decrease with on increase in the 
molal concentration of the amino acid as well as icmp)erature. 
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Viscosities of L-Phenylalanine, L-Leucine, L-Glutamic Acid, or L-Proline + 
2.0 mol'dm"^ Aqueous NaCl or 2.0 mol'dm -^  Aqueous NaNO^ Solutions at 
T = (298.15 to 328.15) K 
Riyazuddeen* and Sadaf Afrin 
Department of Chemistry, Aligarh Muslim University, Aiigarh 202002, UP, India 
Viscosity coefficients of L-phenylalanine, L-leucine. L-glutamic acid, or L-proline in 2.0 mol-dm ' aqueous 
NaCI or 2.0 mol •dm"-' aqueous NaNOi systems have been determined as a function of molal concentrations 
of amino acids at temperatures of (298.15, 303.15, 308.15, 313.15, 318.15, 323.15, and 328.15) K. Viscosity 
coefficients vary linearly with an increase in molal concentration of the amino acids. The trends of variation 
of viscosity values with an increase in molal concentration of L-phenylalanine, L-leucine, L-glutamic acid, 
and L-proline in 2.0 mol-dm"' aqueous NaCl and 2.0 mol-dm"' aqueous NaNOj solutions and with an 
increase in temperature have been ascribed to the solute—solvent interactions operative in the solutions. 
The computed Jones—Dole fl-coefficients have been also interpreted in terms of solute—solvent interactions. 
Introduction 
The study of protein—salt interactions is useful to understand 
several biological processes occurring in physiological media 
such as blood membranes and cellular fluids in living organisms. 
Since proteins are large complex molecules, the direct estimation 
of protein—.salt interactions is difficult. The study of amino acid/ 
peptide—salt interactions may reduce the degree of complexity 
involved in studying the protein-salt interactions. A number 
of workers have studied the viscometric properties of amino 
acids and peptides in aqueous salt solutions.' ~^  Structure-making 
and -breaking effects of an electrolyte on solvent can be 
determined by various parameters resolved from viscosity 
studies. The Jones—Dole viscosity B-coefficients depend on both 
the size of the solute and the solvent—solute interactions. A 
number of researchers have determined the viscosity B-
cocfficient values of amino acids and peptides in aqueous 
media''"'- and in aqueous electrolytes.'*'^~"' 
Viscosities of L-alanine, L-prolinc, L-valine, and L-icucine in 
2.0 mol-dm"' aqueous KCI and 2.0 mol-dm"' aqueous KNOi,'' 
and L-histidine, L-glutamic acid, L-lryplophan, and glycylglycine 
in 2.0 mol-dm"' aqueous KCI and 2.0 mol •dm"' aqueous KNOi 
solutions,"' and i.-leucine, L-asparaginc, and glycylglycine in 
1.5 mol*dm~' aqueous NaCl, NaNO.i, and KNO.i solutions'*' 
and in 1.5 mol-dm"' KCI, 1.0 mol-dm' KNO,, and 0.5 
mol-dm"' K2SO4 have been mca.surcd for several molal 
concentrations of amino acids and peptides at different tem-
peratures of (303.15, 308.15, 313.15, 318.15, and 323.15)'" K 
in our laboratory. The results have been discussed in terms of 
.solute-.solvcnt and .solute-.solute interactions. 
This study focu.scs on the measurements of vi.scosiiy coef-
ficients of L-phenylalanine, L-leucine, L-glutamic acid, or 
L-prolinc -t- 2.0 mol-dm"^ aqueous NaCl or 2.0 mol-dm"' 
aqueous NaNOi solutions as functions of amino acid concentra-
tion and temperatures of (298.15, 303.15, 308.15, 313.15, 
318.15, 323.15, and 328.15) K. The Joncs-Dolc vi.sco.sity 
B-coclTicicnLs have been also computed from the vi.scosiiy data. 
* To whom correspondence .SIHWICI be addre.s.scd. B-mail: rz l fe'redilTniail.com. 
Tel.. + 91 571 27035 LS. 
The obtained viscosity coefficients and viscosity B-coefficients 
results have been di.scussed in terms of solute-solvent interac-
tions operative in the .systems. 
Materials and Methods 
The amino acids L-phenylalanine, L-leucine, L-glutamic acid, 
and L-proline and the salts sodium chloride and sodium nitrate 
with minimum mass fraction purities of 0.99 used in this study 
were purchased from SRL (India) and E. Merck (India), 
respectively. The amino acids were recrystallized twice in 
ethanol -I- water, dried at T = 383.15 K, and kept in a vacuum 
desiccator over P2O5 for at least 72 h before use. The salts were 
recrystallized twice in triply distilled water, dried at r = 423.15 
K for at least 3 h, and then kept over PjOs in a vacuum 
desiccator at room temperature for a minimum of 48 h prior to 
their use. Stock solutions of 2.0 mol-dm'' aqueous NaCl and 
2.0 mol "dm"' aqueous NaNOj were prepared in triply distil-
led water and used as .solvents for the preparation of amino acid 
solutions. The specific conductivity of triply distilled water used 
was less than I.O-10"' S-cm"'. All of the .solutions were stored 
in special airtight bottles to avoid the exposure of solutions to 
air and evaporation. 
The viscosity measurements were carried out using a sus-
pended Ubbclohde type viscometer. A thoroughly cleaned and 
perfectly dried viscometer filled with the test solution was placed 
vertically in the glass-wallcd paraffin bath thermostat. The 
thermostat u.sed for measurements of viscosity values was 
maintained at a desired temperature (± 0.01 K) for about 30 
min prior to recording of readings at each temperature of study. 
After attainment of thermal equilibrium, efflux times of flow 
were recorded with an electronic watch with the resolution of 
0.01 s. The average of at least four readings reproducible within 
0.1 s was used as final efflux time. The viscosity values of water 
used as a reference liquid at different temperatures were taken 
from the literature.^' The densities required for the calculation 
of viscosity values of the .solutions were taken from our earlier 
reported studies.'"' 
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The uncertainties in viscosity measurements and molal 
concentration values of solutions have been found to be within 
().(X)2 mPa-s and ().0()02 mol kg '. respectively. 
Results and Discussion 
The measured viscosity values of i--phenylalaninc/i.-leucine/ 
i.-glulamic acid/L-proline + 2.0 mol-dm~' aqueous NaCI/2.() 
mol 'dm"' aqueous NaNO.t systems as functions of amino acid 
concentration and temperatures of (298.15, 303.15, 308.15. 
313.15, 318.15, 323.15, and 328.15) K are listed in Table 1. 
The vi.scosity value of 2.0 mol-dm"' aqueous NaCI solution 
(10.850-10"-' Pa-s) is larger than the value of 2.0 mol-dm"' 
aqueous NaNO., solution (10.364- IQ-" Pa-s) at r = 298.15 K. 
Similarly, the visco.sity values of the investigated systems, amino 
acid + 2.0 mol-dm"' aqueous NaCI solutions, are larger than 
the corresponding values of the amino acid + 2.0 mol-dm^' 
aqueous NaNOs solutions. The viscosity vahies of the .systems 
studied (amino acid + 2.0 mol-dm"' aqueous NaCl/2.0 
mol-dm"-' aqueous NaNO.i) show an increasing trend with an 
increasing concentration of amino acid in solution. This trend 
of variation of ij values may be attributed to an increase in the 
ion-zwilterion interactions. NaVCr/N0r/NH//COO". and 
with zwitterion—zwitterion interactions an increase in the 
number of amino acid molccules/zwitterions in solutions which 
in turn may cause more frictional resistance to the flow of 
solutions. The viscosity values of all of the systems under 
investigation exhibit a decreasing trend of variation with an 
increase in temperature. An increase in temperature may increase 
the kinetic energy of molecules, which in turn may decrease 
the ion-ion (Na\ CI", Na\ NO'"), zwitterion-ion (COO", 
Na', NH/ -CI"/—NO3"), and zwitterion—zwitterion interactions. 
The viscosity data have been fitted to the Jones—Dole^' 
equation of the form 
Vr = V/'/,. = ' + Am"- + Bm (I) 
where f/r is the relative viscosity of the solution, m is the molal 
concentration of solution, and t] and ri„ arc the viscosities of 
solution and solvent, respectively. A, the Falkenhagen coef-
ficient, represents the solute-solute interactions associated with 
the size and shape of solute, and B is a measure of structural 
modifications induced by the solute-.solvent interactions."'""'' 
The plots of (>//f/o - 1 )/m"- versus m"- have been found to be 
linear at all temperatures of study in accordance with the 
Jones—Dole equation. The A- and B-cocfficienl values arc the 
intercept and slope of the .straight line, respectively, obtained 
from linear regression. The fi-cocfficient values have been given 
in the Table 2. 
The positive fl-coeflicicnl values of i.-phenylalanine, 1.-
Icucine, t.-glutamic acid, and i.-proline in 2.0 mol-dm"' aqueous 
NaCI and 2.0 mol-dm"' aqueous NaNOi solutions indicate a 
strong alignment of zwitterions with ions/water dipolcs. The 
viscosity fl-cocfficicnts of [.-phenylalanine, i.-leucinc, i.-glutamic 
acid, and i.-prolinc in 2.0 mol-dm"' aqueous NaCI and 2.0 
mol -dm"' aqueous NaNOi .solutions are larger than the corre-
sponding values in watcr.^"** The ob.scrvcd larger fl-coenicient 
values of i.-phcnylalaninc, /.-let/cine, (.-glutamic acid, and 
I.-prolinc in 2.0 mol-dm"' aqueous NaCI and 2.0 mol-dm"' 
aqueous NaNO.i .solutions than tho.sc in aqueous medium may 
be attributed to N a ' - C r , Na^-NO,", and COO"-Na' , and 
-NFl i*-Cr /NOr interactions in .solution. 
Conclasions 
The vi.scosity coefficient values of amino acid -f 2.0 
mol-dm"' aqueous NaCI/2.0 mol-dm ' aqueous NaNOi sys-
Tabtc 2. Viscosity B-C'otffieicnts of .Vinino Acids in 2.0 mol-dm^ 
Aqueous NaCI and 2.0 mot-dm ' Aqueous NaNO.i Sotutions at 
DitTercnt Tcmpcralures 





























































































































tems have been found to be increasing with an increa.sc in molal 
concentration of amino acids in solutions. The viscosity B-
coefficienLs have been found to be positive for all of the systems. 
The viscosity coefficient and viscosity B-coefficient results have 
been interpreted in terms of the zwitlcrion-ion and zwitterion-
wafer dipole interactions with a successive increase in (he 
number of amino acid molecules or zwillerions in solution. 
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